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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 11, 1.978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: RICHARD A. PETTIGREW ~ 
SUBJECT: Department of Education 

In two respects I support present additions to the proposed 
Department of Education not recommended by others. I am 
concerned that the department being created has a small 
number of employees and is embarrassingly narrow in scope. 

The Federal Government is currently educating 135,000 
children in overseas dependent schools involving 10,000 
personnel in the :JDepartment of Def.ense. 'The President of 
the Johns Hopkins Univer·sity and others familiar with such 
schools have criticized the quality of education being 
provided in them. I think the legislation should authorize 
you to transf.er responsibility for the operation o·f such 
schools to the new department on a phased-in basis a<s you 
may deem appropriate. Thi.s would eventually more than 
double the personnel in the department and properly fix 
responsibility for the quality of education in such schools 
in the new department. 

Secondly, I reconunend the transfer O·f Head Start into the 
new department at this ·time with provision for maintenance 
of the organizational identity of the program within the 
department. By internal organizational protections, yo.u 
can alleviate fears that the thrust of the program would be 
diluted rather than enhanced. In my judgment, Head Start is 
an innovative approach to improving the educational develop
ment of the children involved and to omit its transfer is not 
consistent with an encouragement of innovation in education, 
g,reater parental involvement and community involvement in 
education, and achieving grea,ter linkag·es between education 
and other conununity services which constitute the basic 
themes of the new department. 
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Neither of these additional transfers will be popular with 
particular constituency g.roups. There is concern expressed 
that transfer of the DOD schools will incre~se the possibility 
of collective bargaining by school teachers by virtue of 
actions of a "teacher oriented" Secretary of Education. 
Under civil service reform, I. think through· your Of.fice of 
Personnel Management, you can effectively control labor
management rela.tions in connection with such schools. 
Secondly, .I tend to regard.these fears and the opposition 
of the affected constituencies as an insufficient basis 
for deferring an obviously appropriate realignment of 
educational functions. Fifty-eight U.S •. Senators have 
co-signed the bill that includes both Head Start and DOD· 
schools. It will be 1:1nduly cautious to omit them. 
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MEMORANDUM 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 0~ THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

APR 12 1978 

FOR THE PRESIDENT 

James T. Mcintyr~,1 Jr.~ Stu Eizenstat ~ 7" 
Department of Education 

Attached is the decision memorandum on the 
programmatic content of a Departmen,t of Education. 
Our recommendations and those of the agencies 
are included~ Because Jim will. present the 
Administration's position before. the Senate 
Governmental Affairs Committee this Friday, we 
need your decisions by Thursday. We can arrange 
a meeting to discuss the memo if you like. 

Attachment 

· .. : .... 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF JHE PRESIDENT 2)1( . {~ 

·OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 ~ tv'~H . ~ 

MEMORAN·DUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

eM"';," 77 ~ 
1f1 y ~ "'I ~I tfo. 

. ., .fo,t./.11"1 #1- ~ 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

James T. Mcintyre, 
Stuart Eizenstat ~~,/~SA- fo 
Establishing a Cabinet Department of Education,f?J,e~ 

1,;1 I~ ~~~~ .::r,q" 
This memorandum requests your decis·ions on the. scope and ~! .. {;. 
specific programmatic content of a Cabine,t Department of d 
Education. Senator Ribicoff will comple.te hearings on 
his bill this· month in the expectation that committee 
markup, Senate passage and House action can be accomplished 
before the Congress adjourns this fall. Jim Mcintyre has 
agreed to explain the Administration's position before the 
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee this Friday, Apri.l 14. 

We plan to testify on Senator Ribicoff''s bill, S.991, 
rather tha·n introduce new legislation in the Senate. We 
are expected to take a position on the inclusion in a 
Department of Education of each program contained in S.991. 
We are also expected to specify which programs, not included 
in S.991, should also be transferred and to comment on the 
internal structure of the new department. 

Last November, the Reorganization Project staff reported 
to you the results of the first phase of their study of the 
organization of Federal education programs. At that time, 
you instructed us to undertake a cooperative effort with 
the Congress to establish a Department of Education. You 
also indicated your preference for a department that is as 
broad as possible and not dominated by a single constituency. 

During the second phase of study, we have examined both the 
existing and potentially desirable linkages among Federal 
education and education-related programs. Ba·sed on this 
analysis and extensive consul.tations with the Congres·s, 
executive agencies and interested groups and individuals, 
we have developed options for the Administration's position 
on the scope. as well as specific programs to be included in 
the new department. 
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Senator Ribicoff's proposal now has 58 cosponsors, and 
we anticipate Senate passage of a bill to create. the 
department this year. Action by the House this year is 
uncertain, however. Many Members of Congress support 
the concept of establishing a Department of Education, 
but little consensus exists on what programs should be 
included in it. Most Members with whom we consulted, 
including Perkins, Brademas, Ford and Thompson, favor a 
broad department but disagree on what its components 
should be. Some Members of Congress who support the 
idea of a department do not favor action now to establish 
it because of the controversy that may be a·roused, uncer
tainty about i t·s specific goals or fear that it will be 
dominated by a tradition-bound "education establishment." 
The Hous.e leadership is especially concerned about any 
controversy that will lead to disputes among Democrats in 
this election year. 

If a bill clears the senate early this summer, House ac.tion 
will be encouraged. After we present our proposal before 
the Ribicoff Committee, we should have an Administration 
bill introduced in the House to spur action this year. A 
more complete analysis of the political climate is attached 
a·s Tab 1 •. 

Se.ction I of this memorandum describes the central purposes 
and themes of a Departmen.t of Education and the criteria we 
have used to assess the options for its scope and specific 
programmatic content. 

Section II presents and evaluates two options for the 
Administration's position on the scope of a Department of 
Education. 

Section III describes specific program candidates for your 
decis~on and provides both our recommendations and the 
agencies' recommendations. 

2. 

Sect.ion IV identifies "next steps" for continuing our analysis 
and ga~n~ng acceptance of our proposal. 



I. CENTRAL PURPOSES AND THEMES OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

In your Education Message to the Congress in February, 
you described the Administration's legislative proposals 
as part of a "concerted ef.fort to reestablish education 
in the forefront of our domestic priorities." This effort 
includes a substantial increase in the Federal education 
budget and the establishment of a Cabinet Department of 
Education. 

The combination of these initiatives is aimed at 
strengthening our pluralistic, locally controlled system 
of education. The establishment of a Department of Educa
tion will provide a base for national leadership which can 
increase the visibility and attention given to educational 
needs, not only at the Federal level, but more importantly 
by families, communities, public and private schools and 
local and State governments. 

The basic purposes of the new department should be: 

1. To continue and strengthen the Federal 
·commitment to ensuring access to equal 
educat1.onal opportun1.t1.es. 

Equal educational opportunity has been 
and must remain the major educational 
goal of the Federal Government. In 1965, 
Congress enacted the Elementary and 
Secondary Education and Higher Education 
Acts. Largely as a result of these and 
other Federal initiatives, including 
those promoting school desegregation, 
increased acces·s to postsecondary educa
tion,, bilingual education and the educa
tion of all handicapped children., schools 
and colleges have increased dramatically 
their efforts to meet· the educational 
needs of child!ren and youth, particularly 
those from poor families and minority 
backgrounds. 

3. 
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2. To promote improvemen·ts in the quality of 
American education by emphasizing both 
basic skill development and educational 
excellence. 

Unless the quality of educational 
experiences are ensured, promises of 
equal educational opportunity are hollow. 
Increasing the emphasis on the quality of 
education at all: levels requires national 
attention and conunitment now. Declining 
student achievement, as measured by 
scholastic aptitude tests, coupled with 
the lower public confidence in the quality 
of education, is evidence of the serious
ness of this challenge. 

3. To broaden the approaches to meeting 
educational needs by strengthening linkacges 
among. schools, community services, train1.ng, 
work and the home. 

A variety of factors bear on the achievement 
of such broad educational objectives as 
helping individuals reach their potential 
for personal competence, productive work and 
individual fulfillment. Unacceptably high 
rates of high school dropouts and unemployed 
youth are symptomatic of the need for more 
diverse approaches to education. Parents 
often are not sufficiently involved in their 
children's education. Moreover, a wide 
varie.ty of social and rehabilitative services 
which might improve students' ability to 
learn is available, but too often these 
services are administered in isolation from 
each other and from the schools. At attempt 
to improve the quality of American education 
must recognize the bring toge,ther alternative 
institutions and approaches. 

4. 



4. To strengthen the capacit¥ of States and 
localities to meet educat1.onal ne.eds. 

At the ,same time that new leadershi:P is 
being sought to improve the quality of 
American education, there is a growing 
demand for reducing unnecessary and 
often incomprehensible Federal program 
and reporting requirements that constrain 
the activities of State and local and 
private educational agenc.ies. Initia
tives to reduce the regulatory burden and 
to simplify some of the categorical educa
tion programs must be foremost on the 
agenda of the new department. 

Cr.iteria for Evaluating Options for Scope a.nd Progranunatic 
Content of a Department of Education 

In the following sections, we assess the advantages and 
disadvantages of options for the scope and programmatic 
content of a new department based on the likelihood that 
they will achieve the purposes discussed above. Two impor
tant criteria we have also considered are: 

1. Transferring programs should not undermine 
the effectiveness or integrity of the 
program itself and should minimize the 
negative effects on the agency of which 
the program is now a part. 

2. The decision to recommend transferring 
programs should take into account 
political support of Members of Congress, 
interest groups, executive agencies and 
the public. 

5. 
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6. 

II. OPTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION POSI.TION 
ON SCOPE OF EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

We have developed two options for the Administration's 
position on the scope of a new department: 

1. Establish this year a department which 
includes a narrow range of educa.tion 
programs· with a view toward transferring 
additional programs by reorganization 
plan later. 

2. Establish this year a department which 
encompasses a broader range of education
re.lated programs to set in place a struc
ture which might also facilitate even 
further program transfers late-r. 

The chart on the next page compares the scope of these t:wo 
options, the Ribicoff bill (S. 991.) and a list of all of the 
related education and human deve.lopment programs that we 
have considered over the past few months. 

Options for Scope of a Department of Education 

Option 1. Establishment-of a--narrowly based department 
which -could be broadened later. 

The department would encompass primarily elementary and 
secondary and higher education programs. It would place 
primary emphasis on ensuring equal educational opportuni
ties, enhancing the quality of educational -programs and 
reducing the Federal regulatory and reporting burdens on 
State, local and private educational agencies. 

The departmental structure would also include a research and 
innovation component designed to explore and evaluate the 
effectiveness of additional program linkages and more alter
native approaches to learning and personal development. 
Cabinet-level status would facilitate coordination with 
related programs in other Federal departments and agencies, 
although the department • s capacity to effect such linkag.es 
wou-ld be limited. 

\ 
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The department would: have 164 programs, a budget of 
approximately $13.349 billion and a staff of 5,9B:5, 
making it the smallest department in terms of staff, 
but with a budg.et larger than five other Cabinet 
departments. , .... 

In addition to the 130 programs currently in the Education 
Division of DHEW, the programs that we have sugg.ested for 
incl.usion in Option 1 and their FY 1979 budget and staffing 
requests are: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

National Science Foundatio 
education programs 
mately · 

science 

(no new appropria
(.See Tab 3) 

(no appropriation, no 
(See Tab 4) 

DHEW Office o Rights education-related 
responsibiliti:8..5.--\.~...t-r..,.-,m lion, approximately 
1,600 staff). (See Tab 5) 

DHEW Instruction 
tion program ( $1 ... .a~..-.w~~--5i!:.Jdi!I.:!:.:!:-L-£-

------
DHEW budgetary oversight s-cial institution 
Howard Univers'ity ($113. on and Gal 
College, American Printing House for the Blind, 
and National Technical Institute for the Deaf 
($65.3 million, 1 staff). (See Tab 7) 

USDA school-bas~cation programs 
($27 mi.llion, 2~-Tab B) 

DHEW and Departl!'ent of~-e-n_t_l_? 
programs· ($30 m1.llion, ~(See ~ 9) 

~-- Interior Johnson-a' Malley and .~ 
cation programs for American 

million, 50 staff). (See Tab 10) 

B. 
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Advantages of Option 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Increases the visibility and attention given 
to educational needs. 

Attracts high caliber. leadership to top level 
Federal positions in education. 

Increases the capacity of Federal education 
leaders to develop effective mechanisms for 
interagency coordination. 

Enhances the responsiveness of Federal 
policymaking to the needs of State, local 
and private educational agencies. 

Allows time for more extensive public debate 
and information about effective program 
linkages and approaches befor~ expanding the 
programmatic content of the department. 

Many o.f the social service and job training programs 
have equally good linkages with programs in their 
existing Departments, and their movement would strip 
these Departments of many of the important programs. 

Avoids divisive political opposition from constituent 
groups (e.g., labor and the Head Start constituency) 
which oppose inclusion of these programs in a department 
which they "fear" would be dominated by the interests 
of teachers and school administrators. 

Has a better chance of passing Congress than a signifi
cantly broader Department. 

Disadvantages of Option 1 

0 

0 

0 

Continues the isolation of traditional education 
programs and institutions from related training and 
social services programs provided in the communities. 

May diminish the prospect's for eventually broadening 
the types of programs and constituent groups that a 
new department might encompass, once the "narrow" 
structure is in place. 

Hay be viewed as politically expedient, particularly 
by some Members of Congress who favor a broader and 
more diverse group of programs and competing interests. 
(There is, however, little agreement on the 
specific elements of that broad construction.) 



0 Does not respond effectively to the problem 
of fragmentation of education programs 
across the Federal Government. 

Option 2. Establishment of a more broadly based department 
that might be expanded still further over time .• 

The department proposed under this option is not as broad 
as the education and human development concept advanced 

10. 

la·st fall, but encompasses a number of education-related 
programs. In addition to the objectives identified in 
Option 1, this option would promote diverse and more compre
hensive approaches to meeting the goals of increasing 
individuals' personal competence, productivity and self
fulfillment. This department would focus not only on 
existing educational institutions, bu.t also on the workplace, 
community and family, as well as on alternative approaches to 
providing learning opportunities. 

This department would have 199 programs, a budget of appr.oxi
mately $15.87 billion and a staff of 7,547, making it the 
smallest department in terms of staff, but with a budget 
larger than five other Cabinet departments. 

In addition to the programs described in Option 1, this 
broader department would include three other clusters of 
programs: 

0 

0 

0 

programs in the Department of 
DHEW, Community Services Administra
ACTION ($135 million, 70 staff). 
11) 

Youth traini 
Department f 
(See Tab 1 ) 

Projec 
staff) 

oyment programs in the 
,236 million, 4.89 staff). 

DHEW ($680 million, 240 

"Advantages of Option 2 

Option 2 offers several advantages in addition to those 
in Option 1 relating to increased visibility for educa·tion, 
better leadership at the Federal level. and improved inter
governmental relations. 

• -· •a • ' •- -----..,·-··•• • 



0 

0 

0 

0 

Fosters policies which recognize that learning 
is a process that tra·nscends the classroom. 

Increases the possibilities for better. 
coordination among education programs a'nd 
related activities. 

Fosters a diverse range of approaches to 
education involving parents, communities 
and employers. 

Responds to your campaign statement favoring 
a department which "would consolidate the 
grant programs, job training, early child
hood education, literacy training and many 
other functions scattered throughout the 
government." 

Disadvantages of Option 2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Generates substantial political opposition 
from constituent groups (~, Head Start 
advocates, labor unions) that fear that the 
department will be dominated by professional 
educators whom they see as unsympathetic 
to their programs. 

Fragments the administration of human services 
programs by separating certain training and 
other services for chi.ldren, youth and the 
handicapped from related labor, welfare and 
helath programs. 

May not encompass a sufficiently diverse and 
balanced .set of programs to accomplish its 
broad mis·sion (although Option 2 is substan
tially broader than Option 1). 

Increases the transition costs because a 
greater number of programs would be 
relocated. 

11. 
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS AND DECISIONS 

In view of the programmatic and political analyses detailed 
earlier in this memorandum, the Office of Management and 
Budget and the Domestic Policy Staff (DPS) recommend Option 
1, the establishment this· year of a relatively small depart
ment with a strong core of ed.ucation . programs • 

The establishment of the department represents the first 
step in a phased approach to education reorganization. Once 
the department is in place, we can consider transferring 
additional programs by reorganization plan. 

We have considered over the past months a wide range of 
education-related programs, including tr.aining, social ser
vices and research programs. After extens.ive consultations 
and analysis, we have concluded that such a broad scope is 
impractical at this time on both substantive and political 
grounds. 

Unlike the programs included in the Department of Energy, 
many of the education and education-related £unctions out
side the Education D-ivision are not discrete units that can 
be transferred easily. For example, training prog.rams are 
now intertwined with the provision of public service jobs 
in the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). 

Also, our extensive consultations with interested groups 
and Members of Congress have led u·s to conclude that a 
proposal to create a broadly based department could not 
pass the Congress in this election year. Many of the 
constituencies of candidate programs, such as Head Start, 
fear domination by the "narrow" interests of educators 
and school administrators. 

The ability of the department to attract over time other 
programs such as Head Start and youth services and training 
will depend on the quality of the leadership and management 
of the department. 

The selection of the Secretary of Education and other 
appointees will give an important signal to a wide range 
of interested groups about the direction of the new 
department. 

The new department should devote immediate attention to: 

0 Improving the design and management of the 130 
programs now in HEW's Education Division 



0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Cooperating more closely with State, local and 
private agencies. 

s.trengthening interagency coordination. 

Involving parents and the public more directly 
in developing and implementing programs. 

Emphas'izing the Federal Government's preeminent 
responsibility to ensure equal educational 
opportunities for all Americans. 

Stres~in.g the importance of improving. educational 
qual:i"ty. 

13. 

There are several programs in the Ribicoff bill that are 
not included in our recommendations. We will be asked to 
state our position on those programs at the hearings this 
Friday. We recommend deferring the decision to include 
the u. s. Department o~ Agriculture child feeding programs, 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs schools, the Department of 
Defense schools and Head Start. ·Further, we recommend 
against the inclusion of the National Foundation on the 
Arts and Humanities. 

Following are brief descriptions of all programs under 
consideration for which our recommendations differ·from 
either the Ribicoff bill or the a·ffected agency's 
reconunendations. 

Reconunendations for Decision 

1. National Science Foundation Science Education Directorate 

The National Science Foundation (NSF) Education 
Directorate supports several faculty development,· 
high school and undergraduate programs designed 
to improve and promote science education. These 
include the popular NSF faculty institutes, 
talent searches for high school students and 
undergraduate institutional support programs. 
(The NSF Education Directorate also supports 
several graduate research programs that we do 
not recommend for inclusion.) 

NSF contends that the recommended Department of 
Education does not provide the proper context or 
expertise to administer effectively science 
education programs and argues that splitting 
science education and scientific research will 
diminish the quality of science education. 



In our judgment, transfer of these programs has 
several advantages. It will: 

0 

o· 

0 

Improve the likelihood of increasing the 
quality of science education. The NSF has 
not had the resources to demonstrate and 
disseminate its products in schools and 
colleges. 

Broaden the focus of the department. 

Join these programs with other underg.raduate 
and ~nstitutional assistance programs. 

(See Tab 2 for a more complete discussion of 
this program.) 

OMB AND DPS RECOMMEND INCLUSION OF THE SCIENCE 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 

THE RIBICOFF BIL!Il. INCLUDES THE ENTIRE NSF 
EDUCATION DIRECTORATE IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 

APPROVE 
'/ 

DISAPPROVE 

2. USDA Nutrition Education 

EDUCATION. 

The u.s. Department of Agriculture (USDA) administers 
nutrition education programs for the teaching of 
students and for the training of school food service 
workers under several existing authorities •. The 
Administration wil.l propose legislation this year to 
consolidate these separate authorities into a single 
$27 million pr~gram. 

USDA opposes transfer of this nutrition education 
prog.ram. USDA argues that this tra·nsfer proposal 
fails to recognize that Department's mission of 
educating the American. public on proper food 
selection practices. In addition, USDA argues 
that this transfer will divorce nutrition education 
from USDA's nutrition res~arch activities and 
create interdepartmental coordination problems. 

We think that transfer of the student-oriented 
part of the nutrition education programs has the 
following advantages. It will: 

14 •. 



0 

0 

0 

Increase the inv.ol vement of educators in 
nutrition education. 

Permit more expeditious development and 
dissemination of nutrition education 
curricula. 

Promote a more multidisciplinary approach 
to nutrition education, ~, by planning 
curricula with other subjects such as 
health education and life sciences. 

(See Tab 4 for a more COI11ple.te discussion of 
this program. ) 

OMB AND DPS RECOMMEND INCLUSION OF THE STUDENT
ORIENTED PART OF NUTRITION EDUCATION IN THE 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 

THE PROGRAM IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE RIBICOFF BILL, 
BUT COMMITTEE STAFF HAVE INDICATED THAT IT WOULD 
HAVE BEEN IF IT HAD BEEN PROPOSED BEFORE S.991 
WAS INTRODUCED. 

APPROVE D:ESAPPROVE 

3. HEW Office of Civil Rights 

The Office of Civil Rights (OCR) in.HEW is 
responsible for enforcing laws and policies 
which prohibit dis·crimination in HEW programs. 
OCR investigates complaints, cond.ucts periodic 
reviews and promotes voluntary compliance by 
recipients of HEW funds. 

Seventy-five percent of the work performed by 
OCR is related to educational institutions, and 
according to OCR's estimates, more than 80 
percent of its activity is devoted to education 
concerns. 

In accordance with government-wide policy first 
expressed in Title VI of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964, that all Federal agencies must be 
equipped with the capacity to assure nondiscrimi
nation, it would be consistent to transfer the 
appropriate OCR staff to the new department. 

15. 



HEW points out the concern that an education 
department, respm~sive to and controlled by 
educators, may be insensitive to civi.l rights 
compliance and enforcement in education 
programs. HEW recommends that a decision on 
transfer be deferred and that you consider 
transferring these programs to the new depart
ment or to a new, independent agency with 
government-wide responsibility for civil 
rights enforcement. 

Although we share some of HEW's concerns, we 
disagree with their conclusions. Any delay_in 
this transfer will diminish the Federal Govern
ment's ability to enforce civil rights laws. 
Delay would also create serious problems for 
the Administrator, especially with respect to 
the implementation of existing court orders. 
Transfer of these responsibilities to the 
Department of Education will: 

0 

0 

0 

Be consistent with the Federal policy of 
locating civil rights enforcement in each 
agency.* 

Enhance enforcement by having the civil 
rights staff within the department and 
knowledgeable about the programs they 
monitor. 

Improve some compliance procedures in areas 
HEW has not had time to focus on, such as 
educational testing. 

We propose that the OCR be independent and report 
directly to the Secretary of the Education depart
ment in order to reduce some of the concerns we 
and HEW have. We are also investigating other 
mechanisms that will protect the integrity of our 
efforts in this area. Deferral is unacceptable, 
however, since it would signal our lack of commit
ment to face this issue and lack of faith in the 
department itself. 

(See Tab 5 for a more complete discussion of this 
issue.) 

16. 

* The Civil Rights Reorganization Task Force believes 
that unless a change is made in the government~wide 
approach to services discrimination enforcement (which 
would not be possible until 1979) , the present assign
ment of responsibility to each agency is appropriate 
and thus endorses the position set forth in this memorandum. 



OMB AND DPS RECOMM·END INCLUSION OF EDUCATION-RELATED 
CIVIL RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION. 

THE RIBlCOFF BILL DOES INCLUDE EDUCATION-RELATED 
CIVIL RIGHTS RESPONSIBILI.TIES IN THE DEPA·RTMENT OF 
EDUCATION. 

APPROVE ,/ 
DISAPPROVE 

4. Johnson-O'Ma1ley and Continuing Education Programs 
for Indians 

The Johnson-O'Malley program, administered by the 
Department of Interior's Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(BIA) , provides funds to public schools and to the 
small number of tribally controlled schools for 
supplementary educational bene.fits for Indian 
children from Federally recognized tribes.. This 
program is similar to three programs administered 
by the Office of Education that support additional 
educational programs for Indian children in public 
schools. 

BIA's continuing education program supports adult 
education, student assistance and junior college 
activities, all in non-BIA schools. 

The Department of Interior believes that the 
decision regarding the inclusion of any Indian 
programs should be deferred pending the deve.lopment 
of an Administration Indian policy. The Department 
notes that the Department of Education proposal 
will be made public just before the release of a 
major Departmental Task Force Study report recom
mending against the transfer of Indian education 
programs. 

We think transfer of these programs will: 

0 

0 

Provide an opportunity to develop comprehensive 
policies and programs for Indian students in 
public--not BIA--schools by locating all Federal 
programs directly affecting these students in 
one agency. 

Create an opportunity to reduce costs to Indian 
students and postsecondary institutions. 

17. 
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(See Tab 10 for ·a more complete discussion of 
this issue.) 

OMB AND DPS RECOMMEND INCLUSION OF INDIAN EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 

THE RIBICOFF' BILL DOES NOT INCLUDE THESE PROGRAMS.BUT 
DOES SHIFT BIA SC~LS. 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE 

5. Youth Services Programs 

Four departments and agencies administer services 
programs designed specifically for youth. The 
Justice Department administers the Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention Program; HEW, the 
Runaway Youth Program; ACTION, tl)e Service Learning 
Programs; and the Community Services- Administration, 
the Summer Youth Sports and National Youth Sports 

-Programs. These programs serve roughly the same 
target p6pulation and could be grouped together to 
form a major youth agency within the new department. 

Inclusion of these programs will have the following 
advantages. It will: 

0 

0 

0 

Create a Federal agency for youth issues and 
increase the likelihood of developing a 
comprehensive policy toward youth. 

Provide Federal leadership to encourage coopera
tion between schools and youth services and 
training programs. 

Increase the capability of the department to 
fulfill special.learning and developmental 
needs of young people. 

However, transfer of these programs has the 
following disadvantages. It will: 
0 

0 

Sever linkages between the transferred youth 
programs and the related social services and 
juvenile justice programs remaining in the 
parent agencies. 

Attract opposition from interest groups, 
particularly if the department does not also 
contain other programs with noneducation 
constituency groups, e.g., youth training 
programs and Head Start. 

18. 
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0 Be a very small administrative unit that may 
have little visibility in the department .• 

The Department of Justice argues against transfer 
of the juvenile justice programs because the programs 
are .. not essentially educational and transfer would 
break the links with the correctional system. 

ACTION opposes the transfer of the Service Learning 
Programs because of the belief that these programs 
support young people serving the needy and should 
the.re.fore be part of the overall program of helping 
the poor. 

HEW says that the transfer of the Runaway Youth 
Program should occur only if a youth agency were 
created that also included youth training. functions 
from the Depa·rtment of Labor. Otherwise, the 
department thinks that no demonstrable gains would 
accrue from the transfer. 

However, HEW commented that the "youth agency worth 
working for" would include not only the Runaway 
Youth Program, but also the youth .training functions 
from Labor, the· j.uvenile justice program in the 
Department of Justice, and the Service Learning 
Program of ACTION. 

(See Tab 11 for a more detailed discussion of these 
programs.) 

OMB AND DPS RECOMMEND THAT THESE YOUTH SERVICES 
PROGRAMS NOT BE INCLUDED IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ~~ 
EDUCATION AT THIS TIME. WE SUGGEST THAT THE .... / 
AFFECTED DEPA·RTMENTS AND AGENCIES WORK TOGETHER 
TO DEVELOP BETTER LINKAGES AND TO CONSIDER FURTHER 
ORGAN:! ZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS. 

THE RIBICOFF BILL DOES NOT INCLUDE THESE PROGRAMS. 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE 

6 ~ Youth Training and Employment Programs· 

These programs include: 

The Job Corps, primarily a residential training 
program which provides remedial education and work 
experience for low-income youth, and the Sununer Youth 

:-. ·: 



Employment program, which allocates funds to prime 
sponsors for the creation of summer jobs for low
income youth. In addition., the Youth Employment 
and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) has four 
components: The Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot 
Proj:ects is an experimental prog.ram which provides 
job guarantees to youths who are either in school 
or willing to return. The Young Adult Conservation 
Corps employs youth in conservation activities, 

20 

Youth Community-Conservation and Improvement Projects, 
employing you.th in community improvement projects. 
and the Youth Employment and Training Program, 
offering a broad range of youth-focused employment 
and training services. 

Inclusion of these programs in the department would 
offer the following advantages. It would.: 

0 

0 

Increa .. se the q.uali ty of the educational aspects 
of youth training programs and strengthen the 
school-to-work mission of the department by 
linking vocational education and youth training 
programs. 

Attract other programs, particularly youth 
services programs described above, to the 
department by giving emphasis· to nonclassroom
based educational alterna-tives. 

On the other hand, the transfer of all these training 
programs would have the following disadvantages. It 
would: 

0 

0 

0 

Sever linkages between CETA training programs and 
public service employment in the Department of 
Labor and diminish the opportunity to link these 
programs more effec.tively with the residual youth
oriented aspects of CETA and DOL's Employment 
Service. 

Complicate the administration of employment and 
training programs for prime sponsors who would 
have to deal with two departments instead of one. 

Spur opposition from labor unions, local prime 
sponsors, some Members of Congress and perhaps 
minority interest groups. 

_, 
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The Labor Department notes that trans·fer ignores the 
labor market orientation and jobs focus of these 

. programs. At the same time, they foresee a situation 
in which local program operators would have to deal 
with two Federal departments. Moreover, the Labor 
Department fears that localities would' be less 
responsive to Federal training programs if the 
programs were located in the new department. 

However, DOL concurs in the need for improved 
coordination mechanisms and is receptive to the 
prospect of transfer of some YEDPA programs in 
1980, which is the completion date for certain 
demons·tration programs. 

(See Tab 12' for a more de.tailed discussion of 
these programs.) 
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OMB AND DPS RECOMMEND THAT THESE YOUTH TRAINING AND 
EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS NOT BE INC·LUDED IN THE DEPARTMENT 
OF EDUCATION AT THIS TIME. WE SUGGEST THAT A ~'~ 
THOROUGH REVIEW OF THE YOUTH TRAINING PROGRAMS IN / 
'THE EDUCATION AND LABOR :DEPARTMENTS ·BE UNDERTAKEN TO 
DEVELOP BETTER COORDINATION AN·D .TO CONSIDER FURTHER 
ORGANIZATION OF THES'E PROGRAMS. 

THE RIBICOFF BILL DOES NOT INCLUDE THESE PROGRAMS. 

APP·ROVE DISAPPROVE 

7.. Project Head Start 

Project Head Start in HEW provides a range of educa
ti.on, health, nutrition, social and other services 
primarily to economically disadvantaged preschool 
children and their families. In .FY 1979, He.ad Start 
will serve .more than 400 ,.o~oo children. in prog.rams 
opera·ted by 1, 440 grantees. Some 30 percent of 
these grantees are local school systems, while the 
remainder are community-based organizations and 
nonprofit agencies. All programs rely on active 
parental involvement as a vi tal .part o.f the prog~ram 
design. 

Including Project Head Start in the Department of 
Education would offer the following advantag.es. It 
would: 

.'·:. 
'·,. 
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0 

0 

0 

... 
Enhance opportunities for improved coordination 
between preschool and elementary programs. 

Serve as a model for alternative and more 
comprehensive approaches to education, child 
development, staff training and parent involve
ment and in their children's development. 

Broaden significantly the scope of the department. 

However, transfer of Head Start would have the 
following disadvantages. It would: 

0 

·0 

0 

0 

Ris·k disruption of the unique comprehensive 
and community-based character o.f the program. 

Reduce opportunities to create a family
oriented human servides system centered 
around Head Start. 

a J,;.c-J M~ 
tl :.,it1 

Threaten the current employment and involve
ment of disadvantaged citizens in the program. 

Stir impassioned opposition from child advocacy 
groups and the civil rights communities. 

HEW argues tha.t transfer of Head Start would jeopardize. 
its distinctive program attributes, particularly active 
parent and community involvement, and would reduce 
linkages between the program and ·other closely related 
social and health services. Further, HEW cites the 
likelihood of intense political opposition to the 
creation of the department if transfe-r of Head Start 
is recommended. 

(See Tab 13 for a more detailed discussion of 
Head Start. ) 

OMB AND DPS RECOMMEND THAT HEAD START NOT BE INCLUDED 
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AT THIS TIME BECAUSE 
IT PROVIDES A RANGE OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES THAT 
ARE BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THE PROPOSED DEPARTMENT. WE 
RECOMMEND, HOWEVER., THAT THE DECISION TO DE·FER TRANSFER 
BE REVIEWED AT A LATER DATE. 

THE RIBICOFF BILL INCLUDES PROJECT HEAD START. 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE 

r .•• 



8. Department of Defense Dependents' Schools 

'The Overseas Dependents' Schools currently operate 
267 schools to educate about 135,0·00 student 
dependents of military personnel. (Excluded from 
this system are 25 schools with approximately 
3'0,000 students located in the continental u.s., 
which are supported through the Office of 
Education where there are no local schools 
available.} About 77 percent of the enrollment 
is in. the European area, which extends to the 
Persian Gulf. 

Inclusion of this school systernwould have the 
following potential advantages. It would: 

0 Be likely to improve the quality and. scope of 
the students' .education through the availability 
of the resources of the new department. 

0 ° Contribute to the vitality of the new department. 

There are several potential disadvantages of 
transferring the DOD Schools. It would: 

° Create problems of coordina.ting overseas 
logistical and housekeeping support. 

0 Be opposed by military personnel, and 
might have a negative effect on morale. 

0 Be likely. to lead to excessive intrusion of 
the new department in the educational process 
of the schools. 

23 

The De.fense Department argues that the schools should 
not be transferred because it would involve a sub
stantial risk of diminishing their quality and would 
elicit strong negative reactions from the military 
services. 

(See Tab 15 for a more detailed discussion of the 
schools.) 

OMB AND D.PS RECOMMEND THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
HAVE A LIMITED OVERSIGHT ROLE INCLUDING t10NITORING AND 
EVALUATING THE QUALITY OF THE DOD SCHOOLS, BUT WE 
RECOMMEND THAT THE DEFEN·SE DEPARTMENT CONTINUE TO 
OPERATE THESE SCHOOLS . . _ . 
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THE RIBICOFF BILL DOES INCLUDE THE DOD SCHOOLS. 

Approve Disapprove 

The National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities 

The National Foundation on the Art·s and Humanities 
was established in 1965 as an independent agency 
composed of the National Endowment for the Arts, 
the National Endowment for the Humanities and the 
Federal Council on the Arts and Humanities. The 
Federal Council performs a coordination function, 
while each Endowment pursues its objectives by 
providing financial assistance and national leadership 
in its field. The Endowment for the Humanities 
provides support for academic institutions and· 
individuals and organizations to underwrite the 
production and understanding of and access to 
humanistic knowledge. The Endowment for the Arts 
makes grants to individuals and organizations to 
make the art·s more widely available, to preserve 
our cultural heritag.e, strengthen ·cultural org'ani
zation and to support the nation's best artistic 
talent. 

Transferring the National Found·ation on the Arts 
and Humanities would offer the following advantages: 

o The role of the Huma.nities Endowment would be 
broadened in view of its new relationship with 
education. 

0 The Humaniti.es would provide a bridge to expand 
the learning process beyond formal schooling 
through the support of non-academic institutions, 
~' libraries and museums. 

o By including the Arts Endowment, the Fede·ral 
education role would be broadened and would 
redefine the concept of education by main
streaming arts at the local level. 

0 The higher education community would be more 
interested in the department if it included the 
Humanities Endowment and its institutional 
assistance activities. 

··:.:.-. '.··. 
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. 0 However, transfer of Endowments would have the 
following disadvantages: 

0 Transferring the Endowments might inhibit or 
eliminate their advocacy role. 

o Little, if any, administrative simplification could 
be achieved through transfer. Both the Arts and 
Humanities Endowments have unique programs that 
could not be easily administered by the department 
without recreating much of the Endowments' adminis
trative structure and procedures. 

0 There would be significant po:titical opposition 
from supporters of the Endowments to transferring 
them. 

The Endowments believe they should remain independent. 

(See Tab 16 for a more -detailed analysis of this issue.) 

OMB AND DPS RECOMMEND THAT THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION ON 
THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES NOT BE INCLUDED IN THE DEPART
MENT OF EDUCATION. 

THE RIBICOFF BILL DOES INCLUDE THE ENDOWMENTS. 

Approve Disapprove 

10. Bureau of Indian Affairs Schools 

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) schools educate about 
50,000 Indian children, somewhat les·s than one-fourth 
of reservation children. In addition, dormitories 
are maintained near public schools. BIA also shares 
the administration of most Office of Education programs 
serving Indians, dis·bursing the funds to its .schools 
through a BIA consolidated working fund. 

Inclusion o.f the schools would have the following 
advantages. It would: 

0 Locate.all Federal programs supporting the 
education of Indian children in one agency, 
facilitating the development of a comprehensive 
Indian education strategy for the Federal Government. 

' ~·. 
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0 Permit better tracking and coordination of Office 
of Education programs conducted in BIA,...administered 
schools. These have been a freque:n,t subject of 
criticism. 

The tra·nsfer could also incur some disadvant'ages. 
It would: 

0 Generate opposition from Indians, e·specially tribal 
leaders. 

0 Run the' r.isk of putting the schools in an ag.ency 
that does not recognize the trust and other re,... 
sponsibilities of the Federal Government to the 
Indians. 

o Create admi:nistrative problems· surrounding program 
eligibi1i ty, Indian prefe-rence in hiring, etc., all 
of which have political overtones. 

26. 

On balance, we think that i.nclusion of the BIA schools 
at thi·s time is, inappropriate in the absence of a 
comprehensive Federal policy on I:ndians, Indian self,... 
determination a:nd the future of BIA. Once these is·sues 
are resolved., however, it may be desirable to transfer 
the schools to the department. For the present, the 
depa,rtment should be given limited overs'ight and 
technical as'Sistance responsibilities for the schools. 

The Department of Interior beli·eves that the 
de.cisi.o:n regarding the incl:Usion of any Indian 
programs s:hould be deferred pend.ing the development 
of .an Administration Indian policy. The Department 
notes that the Department of Education proposal 
will be made public just before the release of a 
major Departmental Task Force Study report recom
mending against the trans.fer of In.dian education 
programs •. 

(See Tab 17 f·or a mor.e complete discussion of thi·s 
issue.) 

OMB AND DPS RECOMMEND THAT THE BIA SCHOOLS NOT BE 
INCLUDED IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIOI>l· AT .THIS TI'ME, 
BUT RECOMMEND THAT THE DECIS'ION TO DEFER TRANSFER BE 
REVIEWED AT A LATER DATE. 

THE RIBICOFF BILL RECOMMENDS INCLUSION OF BIA SCHOOLS ~ 
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 

Approve Disapprove 
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11. Child Nutrition Programs 

The child nutrition programs, which are in the 
Ribicoff bill, are (1) the National School Lunch 
Program, (2) the School Breakfast Program, (3) 
the Special Milk Program, (4) the Child care Food 
Program, and (5) the· Summer Food Service Program. 
These programs subsidize the service of meals to 
chi.ldren in schools, day care centers, orphanages., 
summer camps, etc. 

There are unresolved questions concernring these 
programs that relate to the scope and structure the 
Department of Agriculture' will ultimately take. 
Secretary Bergland and his sta.ff have been trying 
to broaden USDA's constituency by focusing more 
attention on food consumer concerns. The child 
nutrition programs and the food stamp program are 
USDA's pr.incipal c.onsumer-oriented programs. The 
Administration's Better Jobs and Income Program 
would eliminate food stamps, leaving the five 
major child nutrition programs as USDA's principal 
programmatic link to consumers.. A decision now 
to transfer these programs would all but foreclose 
the possibility of USDA's assuming a· comprehensive 
food and nutrition (producer and consumer) role. 
The potential viability of this role is currently 
under study in the reorgani.zati.on project's Food 
and Nutrition s.tudy, and a decision now to trans·fer 
these programs woultd also preempt a large part of 
tha.t study. Beyond the·se concerns, there are few 
compelling arguments for or against transfer of 
these child nutrition programs to the Department 
of Education. 

(See Tab 18 for a more detailed discussion of this 
issue.) 

OMB AND DPS RECOMMEND THAT THE CHILD NUTRITION 
PROGRAMS NOT BE INCLUDED IN THE DE·PARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION AT THIS TIME BUT THAT WE RESERVE THE 
OPTION TO TRANSFER THE PROGRAMS AT THE CONCLUSION 
OF RELATED REORGANIZATION STUDIES. 

THE RIBICOFF BILL RECOMMENDS INCLUSION OF THESE 
PROGRAMS. 

Approve Disapprove 
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Broadcasting Facilities and Demonstration 
Programs 

The Educational Broadcasting Facilities Program supports 
the continuation, expansion, and improvement of non
commercia~l educational television and radio broadcast
ing facilities. The Telecommunications Demonstration 
(nonbroadcast) program encourages innovation in the 
use and adaptation of electronic technology for 
transmission and distribution of information. 

You have recommended transfer.ring the Educational 
Broadcasting Facilities Program authority to the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting. 

Transfer.ring the remaining Telecommunications 
Demonstration program to the Department of Education 
would have these advantages. It would 

0 

0 

Broaden the department's capacity to support 
innovative information delivery systems. 

Help school systems educate isolated and 
non..;,English-speaking children. 

(See Tab ~6 for a more detailed discus·sion of these 
programs.) 

OMB AND DPS RECOMMEN1D THAT· YOU MAIN!l'AIN YOUR POSITION 
TO TRANSFER THE BROADCAST FACILITIES PROGRAM TO THE ~ 
CORPORATION, BUT. THAT YOU SUPPORT TRANSFER OF THE d· 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS .DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM TO THE 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 

THE RlBICOFF BILL DOES INCLUDE BOTH T.HESE 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROGRAMS IN THE DEPARTMENT. 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE 

... ·;·, 
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IV. NEXT STEPS 

A. Building Support for the Proposed Department of 
Educat1.on 

Jim's testimony before Senator Ribicoff on 
April 14 will reflect the decisions you have 
made in response to this memorandum. We should 
take some actions to highlight this initiative. 
This approach might involve issuing a press 
statement, conducting a news conference or using 
some available public forum to reiterate your 
commitment to create a Cabinet Department of 
Education. 

Immediately after the Ribicoff hearings, we 
should ask Jack Brooks, Carl Perkins, John 
Brademas, Frank Thompson, Bill Ford, Frank 
Horton and perhaps several other key House 
members to introduce a bill similar to what 
we have. proposed in the Senate.. If the Senate 
hearings go well, and Senator Ribicoff reports 
a bill to the Senate by early f.1ay, we believe 
Jack Brooks can be convinced to open hearings 
in May or early June. This would provide time 
to pass a House bill this year. We may ask 
you to talk later this month with the House 
leadership and some of the prospective 
sponsors of a bill to create a department .• 

B. Structure of the New Department 

Determining the programmatic content of a new 
department larg.ely defines the agency's character. 
In this section, we bring to your attention six 
issues concerning the way the new department will 
be organi.zed. No decision on these matters is 
requested at this time. A more extensive discus
sion of many of the issues noted here is included 
as Tab 19. 
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1.. Intergovernmental Relations 

We are examining several ways to develop a 
more productive relationship between the 
Federal Government and s·tate, local and 
private agencies concerned with education 
and education-related programs. These 
include prog.ram consolidation, the elimi
nation of unnecessary regulation's, simpli
fication and standardization of application 
and reporting procedures and other incentives 
tl)at will encourage an improved intergovern
mental perspective among Federal officials. 

Further, we are considering recommending the 
establishment of an Intergovernmental 
Advisory Council on Education. This Council 
would be similar in function and membership 
to the u.s. Advisory Commission on Inter
governmental Relations. The proposed Council 
would report to the Secretary of Education, 
who would appoint most of its members. We 
see the Council as an alternative to provi
sions in S.991 which would establish a 
National Advisory Commission on Education 
(NACE), which we believe you should oppose. 
In our judgment, NACE, as described in the 
Ribicoff bill., would compete with and thus 
undermine the leadership role of the Secre
tary of Education, impede interagency coordi
nation, reduce opportunities to hold Federal 
adminis-trations accountable and would not 
improve public access to Federal 
decisionmaking. (See pages 1-6 of Tab 19.) 

2. Interagency Coordination 

Regardless of whether you decide on a narrow 
or broader department, numerous education
related programs will be beyond the depart
ment's direct authority. Current efforts to 
bring about interagency coord·ination center 
on the Federal Interagency Committee on 
Education (FICE) and have had only limited 
success. 



Providing the chief education officer with 
Cabinet status and with a clear lead role 
in the development of education policy 
throughout the Federal Government are neces
sary but insufficient steps for developing a 
coherent and muturally reenforcing set of 
education-related programs. We will recommend 
establishing an interagency mechanism led by 
the Secretary of Education that wi.ll be ade
quately staffed, linked directly to the 
policymaking process and organized so as to 
allow responsiveness to changing priorities 
and a task-force approach to specific, con
tinuing problems requiring concerted action 
across agencies. (See pages 7-9 of Tab 19 
for a further discussion of this issue.) 

3. Intradepartmental Structures 

While final 'Strategies and proposals for 
intradepartmental organization must await 
the determination of the overall composi
tion of the department, we believe that 
programs should be organized around the 
targe·~ groups, ~, the . handic;apped, or 
funct1.ons, e.g., h1gher educat1.on. More
over, the rank of leaders within the depart
ment should depend on the magnitude and 
complexity of the programs. These princi
ples will lead us to a different internal 
structure than that outlined in S.991, which 
gives greatest recognition to staff and 
cross-cutting support functions. (See pages 
10-12 of Tab 19.) 

4. Assurances to Transferred Programs 

Should you choose a broader department, it 
will be desirable to provide the affected 
agencies and their constituencies with 
assurances that the integrity and importance 
of the transferr.ed programs will be sustained. 
The organizational status of these programs 
within the new department is one important 
aspect of such assurances. In addition, 
"guarantees" of program maintenance and 
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development might include specific, 
long term statutory definition of essen
tial program characteristics and Admin
istration commitments to minimum funding 
and staffing levels. (See pages 10-14 of 
Tab 19.) 

5. Public Involvement 

In recent years, the desirability and 
efficiency of involving parents and other 
members of the public more directly in 
educational decisionmaking and program 
implementation have been emphasized. We. 
are considering a proposal to establish 
within the new department an Office for 
Public Involvement reporting directly to 
the Secretary. This office would monitor 
and evaluate existing requirements for 
public and parental involvement and would 
provide counsel to the Secretary on this 
issue. The office would be subject to a 
three-year "sunset" stipulation. (See 
pages 15-16 of Tab 19.) 

6. Oversight of Programs Offering Formal 
Educational Services 

The department should exercise limited 
oversight of specified programs in other 
departments and agencies. The programs 
involved would be those that actually 
deliver educational services. Examples 

·of such educational programs are the 
Department of Defense Overseas Dependents' 
Schools, Indian schools administered by 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, schools in 
Federal correctional institutions, and 
credit-granting educational programs 
sponsored by the Department of Labor. 
These responsibilities would be exercised 
through evaluation of student performance, 
review of standards and accreditation, 
curriculum and instructional practices, 
and technical assistance. Under this pro
vision, the Department of Education would 
not have direct policymaking or administra
tive authoz:-ity over these programs. (See 
page 17 of Tab 19 • ) 

. ·.·--- ··-··------- ... ------~--. ---.------- ----.-_. :. -
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

4/12/78 

Congressional Liaison and 
the Vice President had no 
comment on the Department· 
of Education decision memo. 

I have not submitted a memo 
from Secretary Marshall ( ob..:. . 
jecting to the transfer of 
DoL youth training and em
ployJ;nent programs to the 
new Education Department) , 
as the Eizenstat-Mcintyre 
memo summarizes agency views. 

Dick Pettigrew's comments 
are attached. 

Rick 
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U. $.DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
OFFICE OF THE ·SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON 

April 10, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Secretary of Labor, Ray Marshall~ 
SUBJECT: Employment and Training Programs and the 

New Department of Educ.a.tion 

This memorandum will provide you with my comments on the 
proposals for the new Depar.tment of Education, specifically 
the proposal to transfer several Department of Labor youth 
training and employment programs to the new Department. I 
believe the consideration of such a transfer is based on a 
misunderstanding of employment and training programs in 
general and little understanding of the specific programs 
targetted for transf~r. 

The following three points summarize the problems I see in 
the proposal: 

0 

0 

Our employment and training programs, for 
youth and adults, have the primary purpose 
o·f providing jobs, whether through job 
creation, job training or the matching of 
workers and jobs. In contrast, education 
prog.rams, have the goals of teaching basic 
competency and some analytical skills. 
There are certain .important interrelation
shi.p:; between these two types of programs. 
However, these missions are -separa.te and 
should remain so. Transfer of programs 
between agencies would achie.ve little and 
would undermine the basic purpose of each. 

Minor changes in organizational location of 
employment and training programs achieve 
little in the way of better linkages between 
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the two act·i.vi ties. Moreover, rqinor changes 
would create dual jurisdiction" probleme; in 
local communities wh~re one' program ope·rator 
would deal with two ·fe~eral agencies. 

The new Departnient o:f Educa ti.on would work 
through the present education . sys.tem where 
fund'ing is predominantly from stqt;.e and lo.cal 
source.s and feder.al influence is limited. 
State, local a:nd private funding of education 
was. approximately ·$108 billion in 1976 ·or 88% 
of all education expenditures. A national 
level transfer of employment programs wo.uld do 
.little to determine how education services are 
delivered at the local level. Significantly 
better education programs arid improved coordina
tion between education and employment prog·rams 
can only occur by influencing· the· spending of 
education dollars at the local-level. The 
Labor Department funds programs through local 
employment and training offices, yet exercises 
substantial contro·l and can inf.luence local 
.prqgram .design. Consequently, employment and 
training programs can be used to leverage 
local education funds at the local level and 
improve program linkages. This leveraging is 
currently going on to a significant extent as 
local employment and training programs have 
formed a variety of·coordinative· arrangements 
with educational ·inst'itutions. 

In addition to the. lack of any program gains, there are 
serious risks inherent in a transfer of train~ng programs. 
These include: 

0 Loss of Labor Market Orientation: 

An important feature of the Labor Department's 
employment and training programs he1:s been the 
ability to change programs mix to respond to 
the business cycle and the needs of the labor 
market. For example, training programs have 
increased during periods of high economic. 
activity and decrease.d in recess ions. Conversely, 
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public: jobs pro·g~ams; have 'increased during 
recessions.. The p:rograms· als.o have the ability 
to shift emphasis among target groups, and have 
flexibility with respect to geographic alloca
tion of funds·. The kind of flexibility ·needed 

. to keep the labo.r .market well aligned in these 
general.terms is best located in a labor market 
agency. It is not the proper role. for an 
Education Department, which has no economic 
expertise and no history of response to·overall 
labor·market issues. The inclusion of workplace 
related prog.rams in a new Education Department 
for ".broadening" purposes ignores the record of 
operation of the. ·programs in this Department .. 
As mentioned in the decision paper, the great 
bulk of labor marke.t pol.icy will continue to be. 
made by DOL. and the proposed transfer would only 
remove some youth programs that would require 
·coordina.tion with this Department. ' 

Confusing Administrative Mechimisms. 

A new e·stablished DED would likely operate its 
education programs as the Office of Education 
does now, through state and local education 
agencies. Since it wou;ld be very difficult to 
transfer job training programs to l.ocal education 
agency administrations, the paper proposes that 
DED be responsible for some operations through 
state and local education agencies and some 
operations through employment and training 
service agencies. This will caus·e an admin~·S
trative nightmare at the national level and 
nothing is gained. Such a proposal has adverse 
consequences at the local level, where employment 
and training agencies would deal with two federal 
departments and would have their comprehensive 
labor market service systems totally disrupted. 
It would have no benefits for local education · 
agencies who will.still be dealing with a 
separate labor market institution. ,The decision 
paper points out the danger of this· fragmentation. 
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Loss of Emphasis on Disadvantaged and Youth. 

The CETA system is :targetted on the disadvantaged 
unemployed, particularly minorities, who are well 
outside the orbit of the schools and are fo!r all. 
practical .pur:pos~s beyond reach of the schools 
and educational· institutions •. Federal training 
and jobs pro.grams came into being because schools 
and other ins'ti tutions had f~dled certain segments 
of society. There. are large ·stakes involved in 
_reaching and serving these persons· so that they 
-can become ·prod:ucti ve membe.rs of' the labor force. 
There would be serious ri·sks in shifting responsi-:

. bility for .. this group ·to an education agency,. 
whic;:h has a prima~ry empha:sis 'on the education of 
younger elements of the. total ·.population, and no 

. histo'ry ·of' dealing eff~ctively with the problems 
o·f th~ mos-t ri.eedy. · · 

PROGRAM DISCUSSION 

A discussion of these three programs suggested for transfer 
mi.ght prove useful in understanding our view of labor market 
programs and the place of these particular programs in an 
'intergrated system of services. 

0 

0 

Job Corps. 

This. program. has developed a close partnership 
with the State Employment Service o·f.fices for 
recruiting and screening enrollees, and providing 
follow-up services ·to completers. A transfer of 
the Job Corps from DOL would jeopardize this 
important link to the state employznent s·ervices 
and to the local CETA system. Also, the Job Corps 
is now in the process o·f doubling its si.ze. A 
transfer of the program may not only be disruptive, 
but could hinder successfQl expansion. 

Youth Demonstration Programs. 

It has been suggested that the OED be responsible 
for one youth employment and training program 
authorized by the new Youth Act. This :t:"ecommenda
tion is based in the fact that the program design 
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in question provid~s for coordination with 
the schools attended by the program participants .• 
The proposed shift fails to recognize the basic 
program goal . of. providing youth· (predominantly 
economically disa~vantaged, or those experiencing 
severest or multiple barriers·to employment), with 

.p: chance. to gain financial income-through a work 
'opportunity. This work opportuni.ty develops work 
habits, skills; and other compet~ncies required 
for later entry into .the wor,J.d of work. DOL. 
works'with local ·schools .to arrange academic credit, 
occupational ·informat·i.on .. and· other services in 
support of the basic work program. The program in 
question· is a d·emonstration project, designed to 
be a·one-tinie experiment to. test' whether jobs can 
be feasibly guaranteed. It is ·expected to la·st for 
18 months and 'Will Ed t·ner be· expanded nationwide 
(which will require enormous job creation capacit
ies) or terminated. Its administration should. 
rest with the Departmen.t of Labor. 

Suriuner Program for Economically Disadvantaged Youth .• 

The summer program helps economically disadvantag.ed 
youth in the labor market by giving.them work 
experience, which results in job skills, good work 
habits and attitudes. Since the program is aimed 
at employme!lt and enchancing ·employability, it 
should remain in the Department of Labor. 

In addi.tion to the foregoing discussion on problems 
with transfer of ·Specific programs, I find that the 
points made in the "Problems and Opportunities" 
statement in support of transfer, have little sub
stance. I do not believe that the fragmentation 
_in policy development for education ·and training 
programs now exists, or that there is the suggested 
dispersion of decision-making authority for education 
programs per se other than the heavily state and 
local involvement to which I have referred. Also, 
Department of Labor programs do affect the structural 
unemployment needs of individuals in training and 
employment programs. The decentr.alized CETA system 
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is designed to bet.ter serve the-needs of 
individuals in their,, localities, and to· come 
up _with 'strategies, of ser:V.i:ce' that, will lead. 
to gain'ful employment. To si1gg,e~t tha.t. DOL 
programs are 1n -the" Ip.a.i;n' sho~t-t_erm";, stop-gap 
measures. is a gtos;s .rnfs.representation. 

F'iilally;' r do no.:t pelieve- th,at .the ·mere "opportunity" 
to cr·eate, a .comp:i:;ehe,ns,ive;, youth·agency :argues for 
programs' ··reJiloval f:pom 'other- .agencies without the 
concom4-tant argunient_that betterprograms-will 
result~-.,_ !'-'believe that _my precedin·g. discussion,. 
shows. th.::d:.. the latter argut;n~nt has_ not been made. 

COORDINATION 
,·> I 

·The need to establish linkages between education and employment 
programs at the Federal level is unavoidable. It is tempting 
to think that shifts in function among. cabinet agencies can · 
achieve this. The mainstream CETA system, along with ·Employ-· 
ment Service network and ·the app:r:enticeship training programs 
should remain centered on labor market realities and Ollt of
the education system. Any functional shifts of a partial 
nature will leave -substantially unchanged the need for 
coordination .between the two· .Departments. The CETA system, 
augmented by requirements o-f the new youth legislation, moves 
us in the right direction. The following-are examples· of 
present coordination: 

0 

0 

The local and state plannil)g councils and State 
Manpower Services Councils established under 
CE.TA ·mechanisms contain educational agencies, 
which provide for joint review of manpower · 
effo.rts in corrununities. 

The new youth legislation provides that at 
least 22% of funds for youth employment and 
training projects be spent in accordance with 
mutually agreed upon plans of Prime Sponsors 
and local education agencies (LEAS). We are in 
fact .spend•ing a higher proportion than that 
through LEAs. · 
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The idea of schools ·conferring academic 
credit for practical work experience is 
being p~omoted on a widespread basis in 
the new youth programs. 

Five percent of CETA Title I funds are set 
aside for distribution to vocational educa
tion purposes. CETA prime sponsors use. 
community colleges, vocational schools, . an.d 
secondary schools to deliver services to 
client.ele. 

ADDI.TIONAL OPTIONS FOR FUTURE COORDINATION INClUDE: 

0 

0 

Allowing and encouraging Sta.te and. the Prime 
Sponsors and LEAs wi t·hin them to submit on an 
annual bas·is combined plans covering CETA and 
Vocational ·Education A.ct Activities. 

Funding additional 'Work and Education .Councils, 
from funding sources both of DOL and the new 
Department of Education. 

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS FOR TRANSFER 

It may well be that a number of programs funded under the 
Youth .Act would be appr.opriate for trans.fer to the Department 
of Education after th~ d~monstration aspects of those programs 
have been completed in 198:0. .I would suggest that any 
decisions on Youth Act programs be deferred· un.til that time 
with the understand'~ng that they would.then be anaiyzed for 
pos·~'ible inclusion in the new ~e_partme_nit.. · 

.. ·~ t 
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I fully concur with Marshall and would not recommend the 
transfer of the employment and training . prog.rams discussed 
in ·this memo to the proposed DOE. 
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Appendix 1 

The Political Climate 

Since November, the Reorgani.zation staff has consul ted with 
a wide range of inte·rested orga·nizations, Members of Congress, 
State and local officials and other individuals. We have. 
also discussed our proposals with Cabinet officers and agency 
heads. As a result, we have found that many people support 
the concept of establishing a separate Department of Education. 
There is little consensu~, however, on what programs should be 
included in it. Moreover, some who support the concept do not 
favor action to establish the department because of the contro
versy that may be aroused, uncertainty about its specific 
goals and possible accomplishments or fear that it will be 
controlled by the traditional "education establishment." 
Several interes·t g.roups do not oppose the department but will 
resist transfer of programs that serve their constituents. 

0 Reactions in Congress are Mixed 

Senator Ribicoff' s proposal now has 5,8 cosponsors, and 
it is likely that legislation creating the department 
will clear the Governmental Affairs Committee. We 
anticipate that the Senate will pass the bill this 
year, although it will face. some opposition.. Senator 
Pell, who chairs the Education Subcommittee, some 
other members of the Human Resources Committee, and 
Senator Magnuson, Chairman of the HEW/Labor Appropria
tions Subcommittee, support the leg.islation. If child 
nutrition programs are seriously considered for trans
fer from the Department of Agriculture, opposition 
can be expected from Chairman Talmadge and other members 
of the Agriculture Committee. Chairman Talmadge does support 
incl.usion of the nutrition education program in the department, 
however. Some conservatives may oppose. the proposal because 
they believe that it will increase the Federal Government's 
role in local educational policy. Senator Williams and most 
pro-labor Senators probably will oppose any transfer of programs 
from the Department of Labor. Senator Aboure.zk favors an 
incremental approach in creating the department, and agrees 
with our proposal to transfer the Johnson-O'Malley and continuing 
Education programs for Indians to the Department of Education as 
a first step in this process. 

Action by the House this year is uncertain. Although 
they are not enthusiastic, most Membe.rs of the House 
seem willing to support the new departmen·t. Congress
man Brooks, key members of the Education and Labor 
Committee, such as Representatives Perkins, Brademas, 
Ford and others, are in a "wait and see" posture. 
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In their jadgment, if the Senate pas.ses a bill in 
May and the Administration makes its proposal soon, 
there is a chance it could pass the House this 
year. The inclusion of Head Start and some Labor 
Department employment and training programs in a 
new department, however, may provoke what the 
House leadership wants to avoid this election year 
more disputes among Democrats. On the other hand, 
some Members, especially Ford, Brademas and Quie, 
are also concerned that a department not be so 
narrow that it is "teacher-controlled." 

Education Groups Generally Support Establishing the 
Department 

The National Education Association (NEA) and most 
major elementary and secondary education groups 
strongly and actively favor the concept. The NEA 
believes that the department should include as many 
programs outside .HEW's Education Division as possi
ble. The American Federation of Teachers (AFT), 
headed by Albert Shanker, continues to oppose 
creating a Department of Educati.on. However, he 
stated recently that the more broadly based the 
department, the greater the likelihood that the 
AFT's opposition would decrease. Higher education 
g.roups continue to remain aloof from the issue, 
although,on balance, they will support a department. 

Civil Rights Groups Are Not Enthusiastic, but Believe 
Some Gains Coalid Result from a New ~Department 

They do share a common concern that a teacher and· 
school administrator-controlled department might 
not be responsive to them and may drag its feet 
in enforcing civil rights laws. As a result, they 
f'avo:r a more broadly based department which would 
attract other cons·ti tuencies and will expect specific 
structural and procedural safeguards for the depart
ment's civil rights enforcement activities. These 
g,roups w.i.ll actively oppose inclusion of Head Start 
because of their close relationship with child advo
cacy organizations that oppose moving Head Start 
from HEW. They are also concerned that the minority
controlled, community-based character of the program 
will be altered if the program is transferred from 
HEt'l. 

2. 
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0 Organized Labor Generally Opposes the New Department 

The AFL-CIO's recent resolution opposing the depart-
.ment probably reflects primarily the position of the 
AFT more than other member unions. Nonetheless, any 
recommendation to transfer employment and training 
programs from the Labor Department will provoke orga
nized labor's strong opposition. This may lead to 
the unions opposing vigorously not only the transfers 
but also the creation of the new department. 

Organizations Representing State and Local Elected 
Officials Ar:e in Agreement with Ribicoff's Proposal 

Several organizations of State and local officials 
believe the department will improve intergovernmental 
relations by creating a clear point of access for 
them on education issues. Mayors and county officials, 
however, will oppose transferring employment and 
training programs from the Department of Labor. In 
general, however, these organizations are not likely 
to become involved unless they believe State and 
l.ocal governments will be affected, directly. 

Other Interest Groups Are Divided 

The U.s. Catho.lic Conference opposes the 
department because it believes the new 
department will be; even less responsive 
than HEW to the need'S of private education. 

Most child .advocacy groups do not hold strong 
views on the creation of a Department of 
Education but oppose vehemently including 
Head Start in it. They will probably oppose the 
entire initiative if Head Start is proposed 
for inclusion. 

Nutrition advocates and some school food 
service employees oppose inclusion of the 
child nutrition programs in the department. 
Some school food service managers support 
transfer of the programs if adequate assurances 
are provided to enhance the stature and improve 
the operation of the programs. 

Youth organizations support the departm~nt.and 
will favor creating a youth agency eons~st~ng 
of youth services and employment and training 
programs· However, they would not favor 
transferring only youth services programs with
out the employment and training programs. 

3. 



Indian organizations fear any reorganization 
of their programs before the articulation of a 
comprehensive policy toward Indians by the 
Administration. Unless assurances are made to 
the contrary, they will see proposed transfers 
as a move toward "termination" of the special 
relationship between the Federal Government and 
the tribes. 

4. 
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Appendix 2 

Science Education Programs 

I. Program Description 

Ag:ency: National Science Foundation, Science Education 
Directorate 

Budget: FY 1979 request: $77.6 million 

Faculty development and 
undergraduate programs 
proposed for transfer 

Graduate research training 
and scientists-nonscientist 
communication programs 
remaining 

Personnel: Approximately 9D 

$56.3 million 

21.3 million 

$77.6 million 

1. Teacher Training Programs {$10.2 million) are 
primarily designed to improve and update the 
quality of experienced teachers and college 
fac~ltyr Since the early 1950'~ these work
shop and institute-type programs have been 
extremely popular among teachers, and in 1979 
some 18,000 persons will participate. 

2~ Student-Oriented Programs {$2.3 million) are 
directed at identifying and involving some of 
the Nation's most talented high school students. 
In 1979, some 5,000 students will participate 
in these programs, many of whom will be 
minorities and females who will receive encour
agement to enter scientific fields. 

3. Institutional Support Programs (~29.7 million) 
provide funds for Improving institutional 
facilities and equipment, primarily at two
and four-year colleges, as well as colleges 
which serve blacks and other minority groups. 

4. Science Education Research and Development 
Programs ( ~11. 7 r.1illion) v.rill er'li)hasize 
developing new and innovative c~rricula and 
technologies cmd desiqninq science programs 
for all yout.;1s, ra.·i:;~r::r ·c.~-!:=\~ ·c.;:.ose created 
exclusivelj for t~3 sifted and talented. 



5. Public Understanding of Science Programs ($2.4 
million) are designed to improve the public '.s 
understanding of scientific principles and 
technological content which may be involved in 
broader public policy and political issues. 
These programs rely more on the use of teie
vision, radio and museums than on traditional 
school programs. For example, Children's 
Television Workshop, the producer of Sesame 
Street, will develop a science education s·eries 
for children aged 8-12 in 1979. 

Certain Science Understanding projects, ~~ 
those requiring a more direct involvement of 
the scientific community'· will remain in the 
National Science Foundation (NSF). 

II. Problems and Opportunities 

1. Separation of responsibilities for the development 
and implementation of overall education policies 
(HEW) and science education CNSF) limits the 
Federal role to improve the quality of science 
teaching and learning. 

2. Declines in science achievement over the past 
decade require a renewed national concern and 
commitment. According to separate studies con
ducted by HEW and the NSF, science, social 
science and math teachers "felt themselves 
inadequately trained" and students aged 9, 13 
and 17 "tended not to perform as we.ll as they 
did three to four yea·rs earlier." 

3. The role and priorities of science education have 
changed. With a national shortage of trained 
research scientists in the 1~50's, NSF devoted 
almost half of its t·otal budget to science educa
tion; 86 percent of that went to recruiting new 
scientific talent and to the training of science 
faculty. 

Today, with an adequate supply of scientists, NSF 
spends only 8 percent of its budget on science 
education, and about 25 percent on recruitment 
and training of science faculty and rese.archers. 
It now devotes almost 15 percent of its science 
education budget for improving edBcational oppor
tunities for handicapped persons, women and 
minorities, and approximately half of its science 
education budget to Bndergraduate programs. 

2. 



4. Certain science education programs involve missions 
and strategies that duplicate larger service and 
institutional programs administered by the'Education 
Division in HEW. NSF programs de.signed to impr.ove 

3. 

the quality of college-level instruction. (Compre
hensive Assistance to Undergraduate Science Education-
CAUSE) are similar to programs supported by the Fund 
for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE'l 
in HEW. Minority instit~tional assistance programs 
in science ('MISIP} relate closely to the much larger 
Developing Institions Program administered by HEW's 
Office of Education. And NSF programs designed to 
encourage minorities, women and handicapped persons 
to enter technical careers are duplicative and quite 
minor in comparison to efforts currently underway in 
the education programs in HEW. 

III. Assessment 

Transferring the science education programs would have 
the following advantages: 

1. A Department of Education which assumes the 
responsibility for improving the overall 
quality of schoo.ls and school curricula should 
be given responsibility for involving talent, 
program expertise and information within the 
scientific communities. 

2. Transfer of science education responsibility 
will improve the likelihood of having a, qignifi
cant Federa'l impact on the quality of sc.ience 
education programs offered in all the Nation's 
schools and colleges. .The NSF has not had the 
resources to demonstrate and disseminate the 
products (science and social science curricula) 
developed with its research and development 
funds.. 

3. A major department with a mandate to reoort 
annually on the "condition of education~ and 
with an annual budget for education prog,rams 
in exce·S·S of $12 billion will be in a better 
position to develop appropriate policies and 
to reallocate available resources to meet 
educational needs 1 including science education~ 

• - ..•. : .. , .-- ---- . ~. ·- ••• ,•¥ • • 



4. Consolidating those Federal educational programs 
aimed specifically at improving access of minor
ities, women and the handicapped will emphasi~e 
the Administration's commitment to alleviating 
problems of inequity and discrimination in education. 

5. Science and social science programs will broaden 
the base of the new agency. A strong and visible 
commitment to academic disciplines may increase 
the commitment and interests of the university 
and scholarly communities in educational problems. 

6. The transfer of science education programs should 
not affect the overall mission of the NSF. The 
particular programs proposed for transfer do not 
relate closely to the science community's interest 
in maintaining the quantity and quality of scientif
ic manpower and institutional resources that are 
required to sustain the Nation's leadership in basic 
research. The NSF would continue to serve as the 
lead Federal agency for monitoring the quality and 
status the Nation's scientific resources. 

Transferring these programs would have the following 
disadvantages: 

1. Transferring science education programs from NSF 
could reduce the involvement of the science and 
research communities in science education. 

2. Subcommittees dealing with scientific research 
in the House (Representatives Teague and Fuqua) 
and the Senate (Senator Kennedy) will be reluctant 
to give up authoriz.ation overviews. These 
committees have played major roles in determining 
Federal science education policies, particularly 
in shifting resources to help science programs in 
two- and four-year college.s, including minority 
institBtions. 

3. An age,ncy without scientific and research talent 
operating at its helm would be less sensitive to 
and supportive of s.cience education programs. In 
contrast, both the Director and Deputy Director 
of NSF were trained as research scientists. 

4. 



-
4. The substantive link between science education 

programs and basic research programs would be 
reduced by separating these programs. Science 
focuses on the creation of new knowledge, and 
ta.:tching it e.ffecti vely depends on that knowl
edge. To minimize this potential disadvantage, 
the Department of Education would have to work 
closely with NSF and assure continued scientific 
input. 

5. Policies relating to increasing acce.s.s to and 
participation in eoucation, which dominate 
most Federal education programs, might take 
priority over the policies stressing high 
standards, excellence and competition which 
are stressed by NSF officials and the NSF Board. 

5. 

...-
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Appendix 3 

College Housing Program 

I. Program Description 

Agency: Office of the Assistant Secretary for.Housing/ 
Federal Housing Commissioner, Department of 
Housing and Urban Development 

Budget! FY 79:Proposed for liquidation 
FY 78:Budget $111 million 

Personnel: J 

Title IV of the Housing Act of 1950 authorizes loans 
to colleges and universities (and to certain other 
eligible institutions) at 3 percent interest for the 
construction or acquisition of housing and related 
facilit~es for students and faculty. The College Housing 
Program has offered two types of assistance: direct 
Federal loans and debt s.ervice grants to support private 
market loans. The grant portion of the program was 
terminated in 1974 when Congress rescinded unused debt 
service grant funds. At present, instead of awarding 
grants, HUD is conducting a limited direct loan program 
using the repayments of p;revious loans to provide annual 
funds. T.he HUD budget recommends the transfe·r of the 
asset.s and liability of the college housing loan fund 
to a revolving fund for program termination in 1979. 

In 19·45, the American Council on Education testified 
before the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency at-out 
an urgent colleg.e housing problem: 
of veterans, especially veterans with families, returning 
to colleges and universities. The critical housing 
shortage created by the GI Bill was also attributable to 
both an increase in the numbers of women seeking post
secondary education and to the halt in construction 
during World War II. Therefore, the college housing 
probl.em was described as a housing problem ra·ther than 
an education problem. That characterization was the 
impetus for the enactment of legislation to provide 
grants and low-cost government-insured loans. 

II. Problems and Opportunities 

The College Housing Program sh·ares the common goal of 
increasing the .physical capacity of higher education 
institutions with the Higher Education Fa.cilities Loan 
and Insurance Fund located in HEW's Office. of Education. 
The program authorizes loans for construction of academic 
facilitiesr instead of dormitories, in higher education 
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institutions. The mission of this program clearly comple
ments HUD's College Housing Program. If Federal responsi
bility for the construction of college facilities were in 
the same departmen.t, schools could avo.id workil)g through 
two departments with their respective hierarchies. For 
example, as schools are faced with reconstruction and 
modification of housing and academic facilities to meet 
the requirements of section 504 of the Vocational Rehabili
t.ation Act of 1973 with respect to removing architectural 
barriers, planning will be less fragmented and implementa-· 
tion more rapid if a single ~mit within the same department 
a-ssumes respon.sibili ty for construction loans. 

III. Assessment 

Transferring the College Housing Program from HUD to 
the Department of Education would have the following 
advantages: 

1. The College Housing Program and the academic facilities 
program could be merged into a comprehensive assistance 
program for institutions of highe·r education. 

2. The College Housing Program would be administered 
within the context of the Federal government's overall 
aid to education effort. 

·, 

3. The higher education community would support this 
trans·fer. Be,cause the program bears little relationship 
to the housing policies and overall mission of HUD, it 
is being phased out in that department. The higher 
education community would consider the transfer an 
opportunity to increase pressure for funding and would 
find the Education Department more hospitable and 
accessible. 

Transferring the ColLege Housing Program would have the 
following disadvantage: 

'!'his transfer D:ty be opposed if the ~::>rogra~ is seen 
as funde>_mentally a housing program. r:='~1is ~'lousing 
determination could require coordination with and 
reference to t.'1e continuous housing Market analyses 
beinq carried out by units of HUD other than the 
College Housing Program staff. 
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Appendix 4 

U.S. Department of Agriculture Graduate School 

I. Program Description 

Agency: u.s. Department of Agriculture 

Budget: No direct Federal assistance or appropriations 

Pers,onnel: No Federal employees 

The Graduate School was created in 1921 by the 
Secretary of Agriculture. Since that time, the purpose 
of the Graduate School has been to "improve the Federal 
service by providing educational opportunities for 
Federal employees." It offers evening classes, special 
programs, career planning and development services, 
independent study programs and international programs. 

While the school is labeled a "g,raduate school," it is 
in fact a continuing education program, offering non
credit courses at both graduate and undergraduate levels. 
All courses are open to employees of Federal, State and 
local governments and to other interested adults. More 
than 20,000 persons are now enrolled and more than half 
of them are in the evening program. 

The government of t'he Graduate School is ve.sted in a 
General Administration Board appointed by the Secretary 
of Agriculture. The functions of the Board are similar 
to those of a hoard of trustees of a college or univer
sity. The School is administered by a director and a 
small administrative staff. It is nonprofit and receives 
no direct Federal funding. Its principal source of 
support comes from tuition fees. 

The courses offered by the Graduate School are organized 
into eight departm~nts. Each department is directed by 
a departmental committee composed of a chairman and 
persons of recognized competence in a particular field. 
The committees organize and give general administrative 
direction to the departments. Some departments are 
divided into smaller academic areas and are directed by 
committees subj.ec·t to the approval of the departmental 
committee. Five committees advise on program administra
tion for the Evening, Special, Independent Study, Career 
Planning and Development, and International programs. 



Another committee concentrates on activities and 
materials that assist the Graduate School in maintain
ing a high level of academic excellence among its 
faculty. The chairmen of these committees make up the 
Council of the Graduate School of which the Director 
serves as chairman. 

The faculty of the Graduate School is recruited mainly 
from scholars and officials employed in the Federal 
Government. Most faculty members have taught in 
colleges and universities in the United States. 

II. Problems and Opportl;lni t.ies 

1. The Graduate School has received substantial 
support (moral and o·ther indirect assistance, 
such as legal advice) from the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture (USDA), and, thus, its 
administrators and Board would not be anxious 
to relocate. The majority of the Board are 
employees o£ USDA, which means the Board may 
react more negatively to the relocation pro
posal than its present ad~inistrators~ 
Dr. John Holden, Director and Dr. Edmund 
Fulker, Deputy Director, who do not seem 
totally adverse to the transfer to a Depart
ment of Education. 

2. Even without the prodding from the proposal 
in the Ribicoff bill (S~991) which transfers 
the Graduate School to the new Department of 
Educati.on, the School's administrators have 
been considering different organizational 
options, including affiliation with the new 
University of the District of Columbia. 

3. The Graduate School's independence and self
support seem to be important characteristics 
that S'hould not be altered by reorganization. 
There are over 31 degree-granting institutions 
of higher education already operating in the 
Washington, D.C. area, and the Graduate School 
should not attempt to compete with them. 
Relying on part-time faculty who do not require 
security benefits and such things as tenure 
enables the Graduate School to be more respon
sive to student interests (demands) than 
degree-granting schools and governmental agencies. 

~ 

2. 



4. Proposals to reorganize the Graduate School do 
raise a number of questions. Should each 
Federal agency attempt to build its own con
tinuing education program? Does the Graduate 
School compete with the Civil Service Commis
sion's training programs by serving training 
n.eeds of agencies other than Agriculture? 
Should the Graduate School, whether in a new 
department or in USDA, reach out into the 
community and become a continuing education 
program which responds less to specific Federal 
agency training and educational needs than to 
the general public? 

III. Asse.ssments 

The following advantages will result from transferring 
the USDA Graduate School to the Department of Education: 

1. The Department of Education will be in a 
better position than USDA to provide more 
indirect services to the Graduate School, 
such as library facilities, professional 
staff, academicians and technical assistance. 

2. The Department of Education should emphasize 
"self renewal" and in.sti tutional reform, and 
the programs offered by the Graduate School 
along with special training programs offered 
by the Civil Service Commission, will help 
the agency grow and mature. 

3. The "philosophies" of the Graduate School 
and a renewed Federal emphasis on professional 
development and continuing education for adults 
appear to be quite compatible. Both highlight 
values a.nd importance .of general, liberal arts 
experiences, as well as specific competencies 
related to employment. 

4. The Graduate School could gain more prestige 
and legitimacy by an association with an 
education agency rather than an agricultural 
agency. The name "agriculture" has led to 
some misinterpretations about the purposes 
and scope of the Graduate School. 

3. 
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Potential disadvantages which could result from 
transferring the USDA Graudate School are: 

1. The Graduate School has received considerable 
assi.stance from USDA over the years, in the 
form of indirect a·ssistance and moral suppo·rt, 
and there is no gu,arantee that leaders of ·the 
new education department will be as supportive. 
Succ~ss of the Graduate School has depended 
more on the personal interests and goodwill 
of Secretarie'S of Agriculture. and Civil Service 
Commissioners than on the organizational frame
work within which it has operated. 

2. The Graduate School was initially created to 
meet the training and professional needs of 
employees of the USDA, and to date it continues 
to offer courses of study which meet the needs 
of USDA personnel, although this trend is 
decreasing. 

4. 
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Appendix 5 

Civil Rights 

I. Proaram Description 

Agency: The Office for Civil Rights, O£fice of the 
Secretary, HEW 

Budget: FY 1979 request: $72.156 million 

Personnel: 2,000 

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) is the arm of HEW 
re.sponsible for enforcing the laws and authorities which 
prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, color, 
national orig.in, sex, age and physical and mental handi
caps in federally assisted programs.* The statutes which 
OCR enforces prohibit discrimination in the employment 
and delivery systems of a~l elementary, secondary and 
postsecondary educational systems: all hospitals, nursing 
homes, child care and other medical institutions: and 
every State and local health, welfare, social service 
and education agency in the country. 

* They include: 

- Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (racial and 
ethnic discrimination) 

- Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (sex 
dis·crimination) 

- Section 504 o£ the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
(discrimination .against the physically and 
mentally handicapped) 

- Executive Order 1124~ lemployment discrimination on 
the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national 
origin) , 

- Public Law 93-638 {Indian Preference Act) 
- Section 799A and 845 of the Public Healt;h Service 

Act of 1972 (sex discrimination in medical educa
tion and nurse training programs) 

- Section 407 of the Drug Abuse Office and Treatment 
Act of 1972 (discrimination in the admission of 
drug addicts to hospitals) 

- Section 321 of the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment & Rehabilitation 
Act of 1970 (discrimination in the admission of 
alcoholics to hospitals) 



-
OCR investigates complaints, conducts periodic reviews 
and tries to promote voluntary compliance by these 
recipients of Federal assistance. 

II. Problems and Opportunities 

Seventy-five percent of the work performed by OCR is 
the enforcement of laws and executive orders as they 
apply to educational institutions. According to the 
best estimate of OCR, more than 80 percent of OCR 
activity is devoted to education concerns. 

In accordance with the g.overnment-wide policy, first 
expressed in Title VI, Section 602 of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964,that all Federal agencies must be 
equipped with the capacity to assure nondiscrimination, 
it would be consistent to move the appropriate staff 
from OCR to the new department. Such a move, however, 
should not be viewed as the simple solution. The problem 
inherent in the move is whether this constituency-based 
agency will have the ability to ~olice itself or whether 
that ability will be diminished by the department's 
education advocacy role. 

Certainly, the broader the constituency base of the 
department, the less anxiety civil rights groups have 
about restructuring OCR. 

T_b~ assurance of strict safeguards for civil rights 
enforcement has become a crucial is,sue as many groups 
assess their positions concerning the desirability of 
the new department. 

III. Assessment 

Transferring the education activities of OCR to the 
new department will have the following advantages: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Consistency will be maintained with the Federal 
policy of locating civil rights enforcement in 
each agency. 

Civil rights enforcement will be enhanced by 
having the compliance staff within the depart
ment and knowledgeable about the program areas 
which they monitor. 

Enforcement orocedures are likely to be refined 
and improved: Currently, OCR is concerned with 
a very extensive array of issues. If education 
were its only interest, OCR would have the 

2. 



opportunity to examine some complicated issues 
related only to education (e.g., testing) that 
an OCR in HEW has never been able to focus upon. 

4. Civil right.s issues in the health and we.lfare. 
areas, which have been dwarfed in the present 
structure, will be afforded the appropriate 
attention in the "Department of Health and Welfare .... 

The transfer would have the following disadvantages, 
all of which are concerns which have been ·expres·sed by 
interest groups: 

1. Problems of as.suring consistency between civil 
rights enforcement policies with respect to 
multiple program a·reas that are now within HEW 
could develop. For example, Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act imposes a standard of 
"reasonableness" for the renovation of facilities 
to provide acces~ to the handicapped. It will be 
more difficul£ to coordinate and implement ~ 504 
enf-:>rcem.ent policy and to ensure standard 
degrees of "reasonableness" if the programs 
affected are split between the new Education 
Department and the "Department of Health and 
Welfare." 

2. Current civil rights initiatives may 
be disrupted. For example, HEW has recently 
adopted a department-wide policy to incorporate 
civil rights compliance procedures into all 
decisions, especially those involving gra·nts 
to contractors. OCR now works with each agency 
to define the agency role in conducting civil 
rights activities and monitors the subsequent 
implementation. 

Some of the concerns of civil rights g.roups may be 
. answered by actions such as: 

0 The delineation of OCR staff and line 
responsibilities specifically in the depart
ment's legislation and an organizational 

3. 



0 

0 

placement of the civil rights function that 
signifies both the high status this activity 
is accorded, and the independence it will have 
from the operating prog.rams it must monitor. 

The assurance that on-going OCR policies be 
continued and carried over to the new 
department. 

The further development of government-wide 
coordinating and monitoring machinery (e.g., 
Justice has issued Title VI guidelines for 
use by all agencies). 

I 

4. 
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- Appendix 6 

Telecommunications Facilities Prog.rams 

I. Program Description 

Agency: Office of the Secretary of HEW 

Budget: 1.979 budget request 

Educational Broadcasting Facilities 
Nonbroadcasting. Demonstrations 

Personnel: 10 

$18 million 
1 million 

$19 million 

1. Educational Broadcasting Facilities Program (EBFP}. 
This is a single program with authorization delegated 
to the Secretary of HEW but administered in the Office 
of Education. The purpose of the broadcasting 
facilities pr-o·gram is to "assist (throu.gh matching 
grants) in the construction of noncommercial educa
tional television and radio broadcasting facilities." 
Although the term "educational" is used in the law, 
the authority supports the purcha·se of telecommunica
tions equipment for "the distribution of health, 
education and public or social service information 
and other purposes." Matching grants up to 75 per
cent provide support for (1) activating new radio and 
televisio.n stations; ( 2) expanding existing stations; 
or ( 3) upgrading the quality of existing facilities. 
There are more than 270 pul:.lic television stations 
and nearly 200 full-service public radio stations 
currently broadcasting. 

Since 196.2, the EB·FP has awarded noncommercial 
stations (which are owned and operated by communities, 
States, local governments or universities) approximately 
$150 million. At present, slightly more than half of 
the Nation's population is reached by public. 
broadcasting services. 

2. Nonbroadcasting Telecommunications Demonstration Program. 
This program was created in 1976 "topromote the de
v·elopment of nonbroadcast telecommunications facilities ••• " 
Its purpose is to encourage innovation in the use and 
adaptation of a variety of technologies for the trans
mission, distribution and delivery of health, education, 
or public or social service information. The authority 
for this program was extended through 1978 and pending 
bills would extend the $1 million authorization through 
September 1979·. 
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The telecommunications authority is one of a 
number .of authorizations that provide support 
for the development and use of noncommercial 
nonbroadcasting facilitie6. Experiments with 

2 

cable television, comrrtunicatioBs satellites and 
other instructional telecommunications transmission 
and distribution systems receive support from the 
National Institute of Education, the Office of 
Education and the National Science Foundation. 

II. Problems and Opportunities 

1. The Fede.ral Government has no formal policy or 
me.chanism for coordinating the development of 
technology and telecommunications facilities that 
are applicable and available for educational and 
instructional uses. Many agencie·s are supporting 
the design, development and field test.ing of new 
equipment, such as instructional television fixed
service (ITFS), communications satellite (ATS-6) 
and computer-managed systems~ but no office is re
spohsible for assisting Federal, State and local 
educational officials to adopt or adapt these 
systems after their effectiveness has been demon
strated. 

Current activities are scattered among many Federal 
agencies and offices within those agencies. No 
single office or person in the Federal government 
has the responsibility to improve the development 
and utilization of technology and telecornmunications 
systems that are suitable for educational insti
tutions and programs. Also, the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting must work with numerous program 
officials who use various educational authorizations 
each year to support the production of television 
and radio programs. 

2. Existing telecommunications and technology-based 
systems that could be used to supplement and enrich 
school-based programs are seriously underutilized 
Teachers no lon.ger "fear the technology," but they 
are ill-equipped to use television and radio. 

According to a recent national survey, "instruc-
tional television is being used regularly by 15 
million children, approximately one out of every 
three school-aged children in the United States." 
More than 70 percent of the teachers indicated that 
they had access to television prograrnming for class
room use. However, only 17 percent of the teachers 
reported that they had training in the use of television. 
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3. Television and radio alternatives are cost-effective 
approaches to delivering certain educational services 
to large groups of students. When carefully and 
comprehensively designed 3.nd used to meet a multi
plicity of educational and infoxmation needs, tele
vision and radio programs can substantially reduce 
cost.s of delivering ins.truction, particularly when 
users do not have access to educational institutions, 
such a~s persons in rural, isolated areas. 

4. School.s, co.lleges and educators do not seem to 
recognize that more learning is taking place out-
s.ide the classroom than ever before.. The media, 
particularly television, is having profound effects 
on the attitudes and behavior of young children and 
adults, yet school officials and educational researchers 
fail to apprecia·te or deal with. its impact. 

III. Assessment 

.Transfer of these programs would have the following 
advantages: 

1. Transfer of telecommunications programs (broadcast 
and/or nonbroadcast facilitie_s) will assist the new 
agency in broadening its educational and informa
tiona.l de l.i very systems beyond those of formal 
schools and bolleges. 

2. Child advocacy groups would welcome a stronger 
Presidential commitment to the improvement of the 
quality of educational television and radio pro
grams +-.hrough the e.fforts of the new department, 
complementing a Federal strategy which relies on re
strictive Federal Communications Commission or 
Federal Trade Cornrnis·sion monitoring O·f television 
and radio programming for children. 

3. The tele-communications authorities and the funds 
avail-able for supporting the production of programs 
will enable the new age·ncy to use an al ternat.ive 
means to reach groups of learners 
such as the rural-isolated, non-English speaking, 
handicapped, aged and others who are not reached 
e£fectively by many formal school programs. 

4. Transfer will assure that the new Department of 
Education will not be left behind while the develop
ment of telecommunications and technology accelerates. 

-·-"'!" 



Already, schools and colleges lag far behind 
private and public sector agencies in using 
technology to extend services or to improve 
productivity. 

/c-

4 

other 

overall 

5. Administration of the telecommunications facilities 
programs in the new agency will encourage public 
televi.sion and radio stations and networ.ks to develop 
programs for both public and educational audiences. 

The following disadvantages could result from transferring 
these programs to the Department of Educat~on~ 

1. Involvement of the new education agency in the develop
ment of public telecommunications could duplicate the 
role and mission of the Corporation for Public Broad
casting. (Some, however, would view the overlap as 
positive.) 

2. To date, educators have failed to make adequate use 
of available technology and telecommunications 
facilities and may not make good use of systems 
under development or encourage further innovation. 

3. The current Education Division and other programs 
proposed for the new Education Department do not .have 
sufficient staff who are qualified to understand and 
influence the development of new and advanced tele
communications systems. 

4. Telecommunications equipment can be used to deliver 
a wide range of services only one of which is educa
tion. It has been argued that an agency with a broader 
mandate should assume re.sponsibility for developing 
these systems for public uses. 

5. Telecommunicat.ions and technology-based systems are 
alien to the vast majority of educational support 
programs which provide funds for teachers' salaries 
and for curriculum materials. Thus, this activity 
might not receive adequat.e financial support or 
attention by either its leaders or constituencies 
who may perceive technology as a substitute for, 
rather than a supplement to, the teacher. 
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Appendix 7 

Special Institutions 

I. Program Description 

Agency: Division of Education Budget Analysis, 
Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare 

Budget: FY 1979 budget request: $179 million 

Personnel: 1 

HEW maintains budgetary oversight of four private 
nonprofit institutions created by the Congres.s, whose 
primary missions are the education and as·sistance of 
special constituencies. Funds are provided to these 
institutions for their partial or complete support. 
This oversig.ht function has been vested in HE·v7' s Education 
Budget Analysis Division because the department 
exercises no budgetary control and has assumed no 
policy guidance over the programs of the Institutions. 
The Special Institutions consist of the following: 

0 

0 

The American Printing House for the Blind, 
located in Louisville, Kentucky, was estab
lished by Congress to provide educational 
materials to elementary and secondary school
age blind students. The Printing House has 
advisory committees which approve materials 
and educational aids manufactured with Federa.l 
funds. Representatives of the Printing House 
work with State departments of education and 
local schools to advise about materials and 
facilities for blind students. 

National Technical Institute for the Deaf, 
located in Rochester, New York, provides 
residential, coeducational postsecondary 
te.chnical education for the deaf in prepara
tion for employment. The Institute als·o 
provides training for students, faculty and 
staff to acquaint them with particular 
methods of teaching the deaf. The Institue 
has an applied research and demonstration 
component. 



0 

0 

Gallaudet College, £n Washington, D.C., is an 
educational institution providing college 
preparatory, undergraduate and continuing edu
cation programs for the deaf and a graduate 
program in fields relating to deafness. The 
legislation which authorizes Gallaudet also 
created the Model Secondary School for the Deaf 
and the Kendall Demonstration Elementary School. 
They are, respectively, a laboratory for educa
tional experimentation and a national exemplary 
school and diagnostic center. 

Howard University, in Washington, D.C., is a 
private nonprof1t undergraduate college, 
graduate school and medical facility serving 
approximately 9,000 students. The school has 
a basic emphasis on training minorities in 
technical and professional fields. Federal 
funds subsidize 57 percent of the University's 
expens.es. 

II. Problems and Opportunities 

The Ribicoff bill recommends transfer of these 
institutions to the new department. Their transfer 
offers an opportunity for the logical move of the 
oversight function to a location where their 
presence may enrich similar programs. For example, 
the Special Institutions were created as demonstra
tion programs designed to develop successful prac
tices and techniques worthy of national replication. 
More recently, they have become increasingly service
related programs for their immediate geographical 
areas thereby losing their leadership functions. 
Transfer may reverse this trend and increase national 
access to the research findings of these institutions. 

All of the institutions, with the exception of Howard, 
focus upon education and re.sea,rch for the handicapped. 
The po~sibilities for coordination with programs in 
the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH) will 
be increased by transfer of these institutions. 

2. 



III. Assessment 

The general criteria for assessing the desirability 
of reorganizing programs are .not of overriding 
importance when examining these institutions. Trans
fer of these programs is a log,ical move which will 
have no negative affects on these insitutions nor 
will their transfer affect remaining health and 
welf·are programs in the Department of Health and 
Wel.fare. 

3. 
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Appendix 8 

Nutrition Education 

I~ Program Description 

Nutrition education (authorized by child nutri'tion program 
legislation) 

Agency: Food and Nutrition Service, U.S. Department 
of Ag.ricu1ture 

Budget: FY 1979 budget request: $ 27 million 

Personnel: 20 

Nutrition education comprises a broad range of a-ctivities, 
from teaching students in the classroom to educating the 
general public through informative food labelling. Re
sponsibility for these various activities is dispersed 
among a number of different programs a-nd agencie.s. A 1977 
report by the Congressional Research Service identified 30 
prog.rams with some nutrition education component; these 
are administered by four USDA agencies and seven HEW agencies. 
Coordination among the-se programs and agencies is extremely 
limited. 

Because federally sponsored nutrition education activities 
are usually small components of broader programs, and 
because the number of such programs is large and these. com
ponents diverse, locating re-sponsibility for all nutrition 
education activities in a single agency does not seem 
feasible-. This discussion, the.refore, addresse-s only 
those programs which fund nutrition education as a discrete 
ac.ti vi ty and which are targe-ted primarily on students. 
These programs are authorized by child nutrition legisla
tion and administered by USD:A. They are: 

. Section 6(a)3 of the National School Lunch 
Act, which has recently provided about $250,000 
per year for nutrition education; use of these 
funds is at th2 discretion of the Secretary of 
USDA . 

. Section 18 of the Child Nutrition Act, which 
provides cash grant.s to State education agencies 
for experirilental or demonstration projects in 
nutrition education; this was funded for the 
first time in FY 1978, at a level of $1 million. 



. Section 19 of the Child Nutrition Act, which 
provides 50 cents per child per year for State 
education ag.encies to fund nutrition education 
activities (about $26 million) . This particu
lar authority was created by Public Law 95-166, 
enacted in November 1977. Funds for this 
authority have yet to be provided to States. 
\'Vhen implemented, this wi 11 be the Federal 
government's principal nutrition education 
program directed at teachin.g children in the 
classroom. 

The Administration will propose legislation this year 
to consolidate these separate a.uthoritie.s into a 
single authority. 

2 

These nutrition education programs provide funding for 
both teaching of students and training of school food 
service workers. The latter activity is so closely 
linked to the child feeding programs that we believe 
administrative respons.ibili ty for tra.ining school 
food servic2 workers should rest w.ith the agency ad
ministering the feeding programs. ~he following dis
cussion, therefore, relates only to those parts of 
these nutrition education programs that involve teaching 
of students and training of teachers. 

II. Problems and Opportunities 

1. Nutrition education has been given almost no 
priority by educators. In spite of substantial 
evidence on the relationship of diet to disease, 
relatively few schools devote much instruction 
to nutrition. A 1975 study by the Education 
Commission of the States showed that only 12 
percent of local schools required nutrition 
education as part of the curriculum. The same 
study showed that, of the local education 
agencies sampled, nutrition education ranked 
lowest in priority at the secondary level on 
a list of seven health-related subjects (e.g., 
drug education, sex education, etc.)· --

2. There is a notable lack of well-developed 
nutrit.ion education curricula. Although USIDA 
has provided some funding for development of 
nutrition education curricula, no widely 
endorsed curriculum has emerged from this 
effort. Some States and localities have de
veloped their own curricula, but an absence 



of Federal oversight has prevented evaluation 
and improvement of these curricula and dissemina
tion of the results. 

3. Few schools of education include nutrition 
education as part of their basic teacher 
training curricula. In addition, teacher 
certification procedures do not require 
knowledge of nutrition. 

I I I. As se,ssmen t 

3 

Potential advantages of transferring nutrition education 
authority to the Department of Education include: 

1. Locating nutrition education responsibility in 
the Department o£ Education could draw the 
education establishment into greater involvement 
with nutrition education and give nutrition 
education greater credibility in the eyes of 
State and lo·cal educators. 

2. Development and dissemination of nutrition 
education curricula for students and teacher 
training modules ca'n be accomplished more ex
peditiously through the Department of Education 
than through USDA. 

3. Locating responsibility for nutrition education 
in the Department of Education will tend to pro
mote a more multidisciplinary approach to nutrition 
education than if responsibility rests in USDA. 
Gr~ater integration of nutrition education with 
health education and other life sciences will be 
l.ikely. The National Advisory Council on Child 
Nutrition has recommended that USDA not promote 
nutrition education as ~ separate subject in the 
school curriculum. 

Potential disadvantages of transferring nutrition education 
authority to the Department of Education include: 

1. If the child feeding programs remain in USDA, 
transferring nutrition education authority could 
impair po,tential linkages between nutrition 
education and the feeding programs. The National 
Advisory Council on Child Nutrition has recommended 
that school foodservice facilities be used to the 
maximum extent possible as a "learning laboratory" 
for nutrition education. 



2. Transfer would create some additional organiza
tional distance between the nutrition education 
pro.grams in the Departmen.t of Education and 
nutrition research activity, housed in USDA. 
Whether this would cre,ate problems is unclear, 

4 

but any potential negative e££ect can be mini
mized by assigning lead responsibility for 
coordina£ing nutrition education activities to 
USDA. USDA will continue to have responsibility 
for the bulk of the Federal Government's nutrition 
education e.fforts, even after transfer of these 
school-based authorities. 

3. Some political opposition to this transfer may 
be voiced by child nutrition .program advocates 
and certain Hembers of Congress. 
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Appendix 9 

Student Loan Programs 

I. Program Descriptions 

There are 108 student assistance programs--loans, fellowships, 
etc.--administered by the Federal Government; 

. 55 are outside HEW . 

. 34 are within HEW but outs:ide the Office of Education . 

. 19 are within the Office of Education. 

Of the student assistance programs, there are five loan 
programs which are now administered outside the Office of 
Education. Four of t·hese are described below. Grants 
and loans to Indian students to pursue a program of 
higher education study are described in appendix 11. 
The veterans' loan program is described here but was 
not considered for transfer. If the other loan programs, 
as well as Indian student assistance grants and loans 
were transferred, all Federal programs for dis.advantaged 
students would be consolidated within the new Department 
of Education. 

A. Nursing Loans Program and Scholarship Programs 

Agency: Public Health Service, Department of Health, 
Education and W.e1fare 

Budget: FY 1979 budget request: zero 
FY 1978 budget: $31.5 million 

Personnel: 24 

The purpose of the· Nursing Loans and Scholarship 
Programs is to provide aid in the form of loans and. 
grants to nursing students in financial need and to 
offer an incentive to undergraduates to pursue and 
en-ter professional careers in nursing. Loans are 
long term .( 10-year repayment) , low interest, up to 
$2,500 per academic year with a $10,000 maximum 
for: four years. Funds are allocated by legisl,ative 
formula to 1,190 participating, accredited schools 
of nursing. It should be noted that the Administra
tion's FY 1979 budget requested no funding, as did the 
Administration's FY 1978 request. 

B. Health Prof'essions Student Loan Program (uninsured) 

Agency: Public Health Service, Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare 

Budget: FY 1979 budget request: zero 
FY 1978 budget~ $20 million 

Personnel: 21 



2 

The Health Professions Student Loan Program provides 
longte.rm loans at 7 percent 1.nterest ana up to 
$3,500 per year to students in the medical profession. 
Medical and osteopathic students are eligible only 
if they demonstrate exceptional financial need 
(although regulations to define this term have not 
yet been published) . The Federal Governmen.t will 
repay up to 85 percent of the loans for three years 
of appropriate public service. Loans repaid to 
schools may be re-loaned. Allotment of funds to 
medical schools are based on statutory formula. In 
FY 1978, appropriations decreased from $36 million 
to $24 million. Two hundred ninety-six schools par
ticipate in the program, with 16,000 students receiving 
direct benefits annuall:y. The Administration's FY 1979 
budget request calls for zero funding, as the newly 
authorized federally insured loan program administered 
by HEW's Office of Education should replace the need 
for a non-insured direct loan program. Loans will 
continue to be made available from the revolving fund 
e,stablished in the schools. 

C. Law Enforcement Education Program (LEEP) and 
Internship Program 

Agency: Law Enforcement Assistance Agency (LEAA) , 
Department of Justice 

Budget: FY 1979 request: $30 million 

Personnel: 9 

The Law Enforcement Education Program makes loans and 
grants to profe,ssionalize criminal justice personnel 
(including police, courts and professions) through 
higher education institutions. An accredited insti
tution submits an annual application to LEAA, which 
then awards project grants to the institutions--1,025 
in FY 1977. The institutions then make grants and 
loans to eligible students.. Grants are made to in
service employees of a public law enforcement agency, 
usually police officers who take courses on a part-time 
basis. Loans, however, are limited to fulltime under
graduate students and may not exceed $2,200 per academic 
year. Approxima,tely 10,000 of the 85,000 to 95,000 
participants are fulltime undergraduates. The ratio of 
dollars directed to loans compared to grants is 1 to 2. 
LEAA does not collect any data on the number of students 
receiving loans who would be considered financially 
in need. Undergraduate students are required to make 



-
a two-year commitment to work in the law en
forcement fie1d and as such are forgiven 25 
percent of their debt for each year served. 
Currently, LEAA has 60,000 notes on which 
the status of the borrower is unknown. 

The. Law Enforcement Internship Program is a work
study summer experience for undergraduates to 
gain practical experience in criminal justice. 
This program is currently administered by one 
person in LEAA. 

D. Post-Vietn.am Era Veterans Education Loan Program 
(excluding contributory portion) 

Agency: Veterans Administration 

Budget: FY 1979 budget request: Not applicable 

3 

(Since the Post-Vietnam Era program did 
not begin until January 1, 1977, fe~.'' eligi
ble veterans are out of the service or 
will be out in the near future because 
most enlistments are for a 3-4 year 
period. Benefits under the program 
don't begin, of course, until the 
serviceperson becomes a veteran. 
Consequently, no funds are available 
for transfer from VA at this time .. 

Personnel: Not avai1able 

The Post-Vietnam Era Veterans Contributory Education 
Assistance Program provide's furrds on a 2 for 1 
'(participant-paid) basis to persons. who entered the 
armed forces after De.cember 31, 1976, and wish to 
pursue a postsecondary education after service. 
Veterans collecting benefits under this program are 
also eligible for longterm (10-year repayment), low
interest loans up to $2,500. Enact.ed as a five-year 
pilot program, the level of assistance has a maximum 
individual contribution of $2,700. Because this 
program has been in operation only one year, there 
is no data on participant rates or projected loan 
amounts. 

Vietnam Era veterans attending school under the GI 
Bill educational training program are also eligible 
for the same long-term, low-interest loans as those 



attending school under the contributory program. 
These veterans will continue to receive assistance 
through the Veterans Administration. 

As a result of recently enacted legislation liber
alizing the eligibility requirements for veterans' 
educational loans, appropriations have indreased five
fold from $5.9 million in FY 1977 to $30.8 mi.llion in 
FY 1978. 

NOTE: Because of Administration policy to support the 
concept of making all veterans' benefits available 
from one delivery system, this loan program was 
analyzed but not considered for transfer. 

II. Problems and Opportunities 

1. Federal higher education student assistance programs 
lack a coherent policy rationale because of program
matic and administrative fragmentation within HEW 
and other agencies. 

2. Students are confronted by a diverse and inconsistent 
array of federally administered loan programs~ 

3. Student assistance programs have developed funding 
mechanisms which vary according to agency routines. 
This has an adverse effect on institutions, States 
and individual students and their families in terms 
of uncertainty regarding both eligibility and 
opportunities. 

4. There are no clear equity criteria conunon to Federal 
student assistance programs. There is no cross
governmental concept of what share of a student's 
support should be provided. 

5. Student loan programs have experienced subs.tantial 
rate.s of default and abuse, including the practice 
of student participation in more than one program. 

III. Assessment 

Advantag.es for centralization of federally supported 
student loan programs* include: 

1. It provides an organizational base for simplifying 
loan eligibility procedures (initial or continusd) 
so that the individual student will- have an under
standing of the amount of as·sistance he or she may 
receive in loans and their concommitant liability. 

* Except for the Veterans Administration Post Vietnam 
era veterans' loan program. 

4 
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2. The new department will have an overview of con
gruencies and inconsistencies in legislative pur
pose, allocation processes, elig.ibili ty requirements 
for students and schools and administrativ~ require
ments among the various Federal loan programs. This 
will reduce excessive paperwork burdens on the par
ticipating institutions and on students. 

3. A single agency will have responsibility for pre-. 
venting fraud and abuse of loan programs by schools 
or by student.s. (Because of the intrinsic trade-off 
that needs to be made between equal access and a 
low default rate, student mi.stakes will never be 
eliminated.) Irresponsible schools that 
exploit students through federally supported loans 
can be identified and Federal loan support suspended 
more ea·sily so that student.s are not duped by these 
schools and saddled with a long term financial 
liability to the Federal Government. 

4. Federal collections, debt deferral and forgiveness 
provisions, as well as claims, will be brought under 
one roof. This would reduce multiple billing for 
loans, reduce the need for interagency coordination 
e ffort.s with GAO, IRS and the Justice Department 
and allow for better flexibility in reschedliling 
loan payme'nts. More importantly, stude-nts taking 
advantage of multiple loan programs will relate to 
a single agency regarding questions of bill.ing, 
deferments or debt forgiveness. 

5. A single agency can collect and evaluate information 
through a simplified and consolidated data collection 
system on indebtedness trends., success and efficiency 
in assisting loan target groups, especially for 
student groups with excessive financial need. 

6. 'I'he present mix of allocation formulas and institu
tional application processes can be restructured 
more easily to provide improved equity and integrity 
with the other need-based student assistance programs. 
Institutional loan funds can be managed better at the 
colleges and universities participating in the Nursing 
Loan, Health Profes.sions Loans (uninsured) and 
National Direct Student Loans programs as a single 
agency monitors each of these separate funds. 



6 

7. Cost savings for the institutions, "hassle" savings 
to the student, and manpower savings to the 
Federal Government can result in the long run. 

8. The basis will be provided for establishing a 
student financial grant and loan clearinghouse 
to disseminate Federal student aid information to 
individuals w.i th financ ia1 need. 

9. As post-Vietnam era veterans will doubtlessly have 
to use other USOE assistance programs to supplement 
thei.r benefits from the contributory program, the 
problem of Federal loan program inconsistencies 
between the Office of Education loans• and the VA 
will be reduced. 

10. Interagency attempts to coordinate student assistance 
loan programs have been mostly fruitless in the past. 
A Department of Education would be more likely to 
have greater capacity than HEW's Office of Education 
to improve interdepartmental coordination. Neverthe
less, if the new department does not have the clear 
responsibility for grant pr·ograms aimed at assuring 
equity, as new programs are legislated they may be 
easily placed outside its jurisdiction. 

11. Groups representing higher education are enthusiastic 
about the centralization of student assistance 
programs. 

1.2. Transition costs can be minimized since USOE is making 
major efforts in administrative unification of its 
own student assistance programs. As a result, the 
resources necessary and lessons learned to avoid 
unnecessary disruption are already in place. 

Arguments against centralization of federally supported 
student assistance loans in the Department of Education 
are: 

1. Law Enforcement Education Program and Nursing and 
Health Pro£essions Student Loans are discipline
specific programs and are closely tied to the mis·sion 
and expertise of their current agencies. (The same 
argument is less convincing, however, for the Health 
Professions Student Loan Program sirrce USOE already 
administers the insured portion of this pro~ram.as a 
resBlt of Secretary Califano's 1977 reorgan1zat1on of 
HEW in which he transferred this section of the program 
to OE from the Public Health Service.) 



.... 

7 

2. Transfer will entail transition costs in disrupting 
program continuity and student se'rvices. Each of 
these programs has its own computer system and 
complex procedure's. 

3. The Law Enforcement Education Program is related 
to five other LEAA education programs currently 
administered by the Departme,nt of Justice. 

4. Health profession groups and perhaps some law 
enforcement constituencies may be oppose:i to the transfer 
of the discipline specific programs. 
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Appendix 10 

Ind~an Education: 

Johnson-O'Malley and Continuing Education Programs 

I. Program Description 

Agency: Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of 
the Interior 

Budget: 1979 budg·et request: 

Johnson-O'Malley education 
assistance programs 

Continuing education programs 

Personnel: Approximately 50 

$33.9 million 

41. 4 rni.ll ion 

$75.3 million 

Reservatlon children attend school through a great variety 
of educational arrangements. About 75 percent attend public 
schools, either living at horne or in BIA dormitories. The 
Johnson-O'Malley program provides funds to public schools 
and the few tribally-controlled schools for supplementary 
educational benefi t·s for Indian children from federally 
recognized tribes. Three USOE programs will provide an 
addit.ional $180 million to public schools in 1979 specifi
cally to support the education of Indian children: impact 
aid (operation), impact aid (construction), and I.ndian 
Education Act programs. Indian children are a.lso eligible 
to receive support through standard Federal educational 
assistance programs such as Title I. BIA's eligibility 
standards are more restrictive than USOE' s, wi.th the result 
that the programs will subsidize the education of about 
182,000 children through BIA and somewhat less than 400,000 
through USQE. 

BIA's continuing education program contains adult educa
tion, student assistance and junior-college activitie:s. 
These programs, like all tho·se of BIA, are available only 
to Federally recognized tribes and their members. In 
addition, BIA's Division of Continuing Education has re
sponsibility for coordinating vocational training and 
programs for the handicapped in BIA schools. 

Both the Johnson-O'Malley and continuing education programs 
are administered through the Indian Education Resources 
Center in Albuquerque, New Mexico, with oversight from 
Washington. A substantial portion of each program is 
administered through contract with the affected tribes. 



-
II. Problems and Opportunities 

The following appear to be the major organizational 
problems associated with these programs: 

2 

1. There is no comprehensive Federal strategy f.or Indian 
education. The growth and character of schools for 
Indian.s, whether BIA or public, will in large part 
be financed through the Federal g.overnment. Yet 
support for BIA schools is locat-ed both in U:SOE and 
BIA, as is support for public schools. Coordination 
between the two programs is minimal. 

2. The role of Indian education is not clearly de£ined 
within HEW. The role of USOE's Office of 
Indian Education (OlE) is unclear; should OlE act 
as a ca·talys,t/coordinator o.r should its programs 
merely supplement other programs? 

3. In general, Indian parents have little input into 
public schools. Although both OIE and Johnson
O'Malley programs are designed to provide funds for 
the special educational needs of Indian children, 
they are both used as basic support programs. Little 
in the way of the intended supplementary educational 
support is provided, and the low level of audits of 
both programs precludes effective. enforcement of 
the responsibilities of the local education agencies. 

4. Virtually no coordination exists between USOE and 
BIA student assistance programs, with resulting 
difficulties for both students and educational 
institutions. Although Indian students with financial 
need are eligible for both sets of prog,rams, BIA has 
done little to encourage Indian applicants to seek 
student assistance through USOE. Virtually no data 
has been developed to evaluate the extent of cross
eligibility and the number of student.s receiving aid 
from both agencies. In addition~ the BIA program 
is very difficult for an educational institution to 
administer. BIA generally uses different procedures 
from those of USOE, and each BIA region has its own 
procedure·s. 

5. There is no articulated junior college program in 
BIA, despite enactment three years ago of a legislative 
mandate to develop one. Multitribal budgeting pro
cedures result in uncertain funding for the colleges 



3 

and direct tribal participation in higher education 
prog.rams is limited by State plan requirements of 
the Higher Education Act of 1965. 

III. Assessment 

Transferring these programs would have the following 
potential advantages: 

1. It will co-locate all Federal programs aimed at the 
public-school and post-secondary education of Indians, 
permitting the developme~nt and implementation of 
specific strategie.s for both. 

2. It will provide an opportunity for reducing costs to 
students and institutions of higher education, for 
improving funding mechanisms and for facilitating the 
collection and analysis of data on the needs of Indian 
students for po·st-secondary as·sistance. 

3. It will allow a more coordinated approach to enforcing 
those laws financing spe·cial programs for Indian 
students in public schools. 

4. It will strengthen the Office of Indian Education by 
giving it more prograrrunatic ·Clout. If this is done-
and OIE is simultaneously given a stronger catalyst/ 
coordinator role within the new department--it will 
improve the chances of significant Indian access to 
participation in the public schools their children 
attend. ·Other groups (Blacks, Hispanics, the handi
capped) have achieved gre.ater access through Federal 
protection of their ri.ghts from preemption by State 
and local agencies. 

Transferring these p:r::-ograms would hav.e the following 
disadvantages: 

l. It will take the programs out of BIA, an agency 
wl1ich Indians feel recognizes tribal sovereignty 
and the trust responsibilities of the Federal govern
ment. Without great c.are being taken in the. estab
lishment of an Indian agency within the new department, 
recognition of these principle•s could be los·t. 

2. It will create significant administrative problems. 
Eligibility definitions of the BIA and OE programs 



differ and are a major political issue. Indian 
preference in hiring, now applied only in BIA 
and the Indian Health Service, would have to be 
retained for these programs and possibly applied 
to OIE programs as well. 

3. Any transfer will probably result in significant 
opposition by Indians, especially by the tribal 
~eaders. The specifics of the transfer will be 
crucial in this regard, particularly as they 

4 

affect such issues as Indian preference, eligibility, 
trust responsibility, tribal sovereignty and the 
transferred programs. · 
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Appendix :11 

Youth Services Programs 

I. Prog,ram Descriptions 

1. Juvenile Jus-tice and Delinquency Prevention 

Agency: Offi.ce of Juvenile Justice and De.linquency 
Prevention, Law Enforcement Assistance Ad
ministration, Department of Justice 

.Budget: FY 1979 budget request: $100 million 

Personnel: 53 

This Federal program for the prevention of juvenile 
delinquency was transferred from HEW to the Depart
ment of Justice in 197 4'. A maj.or reason for the 
transfer was that the formula grants to the States 
under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe. Streets Act 
of 1968 from the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration (LEAA), had a j:uvenile justice component that 
had grown larger than the expenditures under the HEW 
program. The activities funded under the basic LEAA 
grant are corrections-oriented, however, while those 
funded through the juvenile justice formula grant and 
the juvenile justice special emphasis grants are for 
prevention and diversion from the criminal justice 
system. Both sources of funds, the LEAA basic grant 
and the juvenile justice formula grant, are dispersed 
through State and regional LEAA planning agencies. 

State planning agencies are required to spend at least 
75 percent of all juvenile justice formula grant funds 
for "advanced techniques" such as community-based pro
grams for the prevention and. treatment of delinquency, 
youth service bureaus, drug and alcohol abuse programs, 
and activities aimed at keeping students in schoo.L 
The State plan must also de.tail the arrangement for the 
_diversion of status offenders from detention and correc
tional facilities to community-based shelters and provide 
that juveniles not be incarcerated with adults in deten
tion or correctional facilities. 

2. Runaway Youth 

Agency: Administration for Children, Youth and Families, 
Office. of Human Development Services, HEW 

Budget: FY 1979 budget request: $11 million 



Personnel: 33 

This program was created by the Runaway Youth Act, 
which is T.itle III of the Juvenile. Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. The program was 
located in HEW, while other elements of the. Act were 
transferred from HEW to the Justice Department. The 
Secretary of HEW is authorized to make grants and pro
vide technical assistance to localities and nonprofit 
private agencies for the development of facilities to 
serve the needs of runaway youth outs·ide the juvenile 
justice system. 

3. Service Learning Programs 

Agency: Domestic Programs, ACTION 

Budget: FY 1978: $5.5 mi.llion FY 1979 budget 
. request: $.605 million 

Personnel: Nominal 

Three programs provide incentives to universities 
and colleges and to individual students to participate 
with community organizations in combating poverty and 
poverty-related· local problems: 

0 

0 

0 

University Year for ACTION provides grants to 
academic institutions to support students who 
volunteer one year full-time service while 
receiving academic credit for their service. 
This program is proposed to be phased out 
during FY 1978. 

The N:ational Student Volunteer Program is a 
technical as·sistance program to begin or 
improve exis·ting service-learning programs. 

The Youth Challenge Program is a demonstration 
project that provides grants to nonprofit orga
nizations to test a full range of volunteer 
delivery models for young people serving poverty 
communities. 

2. 



4. Sununer Youth Sports and National Youth Sports 

Agency: Manpower Team, Office of Special Programs, 
Office of Community Action, Community 
Services Administration 

Budget: FY 1979 budg.et request: $2.3 million 

Personnel: Nominal 

Both these programs are project grant programs. The 
National Youth Sports program makes one grant per 
year to the National Collegiate Athletic Association, 
which then makes grants to member schools to provide 
physical fitness and instruction to youth, 90 percent 
of whom must meet CSA poverty guidelines. The Summer 
Recreation program provides grants through CETA 
Prime Sponsors (i.e., public agencies) to provide 
recreational opportunities during the summer to youth 
too young to obtain employment and who are economically 
disadvantaged in accordance with CSA poverty guidelines. 

Il. Problems and Opportunities 

1. There is no one accountable at the Federal level for 
the development of effective youth policies. 

With programs affecting youth located in four major 
Federal departments and two agencies, there is no 
office or official that has the responsibility for 
developing an overall assessment of the issues that 
are of national importance for youth. Although major 
Federal resources are committed in the functional areas 
of education, employment, nutrition, health, justice 
and welfare, there are no mechanisms for longterm 
policy planning that are responsive to the changing 
demographics or characteristics of this age group. 
Problems such as unemployment, drug abuse, violence in 
schools, teenage pregnancy, and juvenile delinquency 
are interrelated and can be addressed more comprehen
sively by an office with wide responsibility for youth
related issues. 

2. Coordination problems exist among the programs that 
are focused on youth issues. 

Because programs designed specifically for youth are 
scattered throughout the government, there are numerous 



problems in coordinating their actions even in 
related areas. The Justice Department has taken 
the lead in researching the problem of violence 
in schools, while the Office of Education has no 
staff office specifically working on this problem, 
and the National Institute of Education contracted 
.for the only study in the area. The Drug Abuse 
program in the Office of the Commissioner of Educa
tion is narrowly focused on training school person
nel about drug abuse and is not effectively 
coordinated with the efforts of the Assistant 
Secretary for Health in HEW. The operating relation
ship at the Federal level between youth employment 
programs and education and justice programs is 
marginal at best. With no formal lead agency or 
coordinating mechanisms, each separate program is 
likely to duplicate or miss opportunities for 
improving the operations of their programs. 

3. Innovative program development could be enhanced by 
bringing together summer youth prog.rams. 

Experience with the operation of the summer youth 
employment program in conjunction with the summer 
youth sports and summer feeding programs at the 
local level indicates that Federal e£forts to 
improve opportunities for disadvantaged youth 
during the summer school vacation period could be 
more effective if these progra~s were formally 
linked at the administrative level. 

III. Assessment 

Transferring these and the youth employment programs, 
discussed separately, to the Department of Education will 
have the following advantages: 

1. Including the programs in a Department of Education 
would allow the Federal Government to exercise 
leadership in bringing the country's immense invest
ment in locally operated school systems into an 
active partnership with State and Federal efforts to 
provide for the development in all youth of both 
basic skills and the tools for a productive life. 

4. 



2. Transfer would create a "critical mass" of youth 
programs in one agency so that there will be a 
logical administrative locus for the development 
of a governmentwide youth policy. By combining 
these programs with ~ department that is responsi
ble for the Federal policy affecting elementary 
and secondary schools, the department would have 
a sufficiently broad perspective to influence 
health and welfare programs which also focus on 
youth. 

3. The likelihood that the department will be dominated 
by professional educators will be reduced. By includ
ing programs which have different delivery systems 
and different political constituencies in the same 
department, there will be countervailing forces that 
will enlarge the purpose and policy directions of the 
department. 

4. Given sufficient administrative stature, a youth agency 
in the Department of Education will be able to attract 
more talented administrators and staff than is possible 
with the current dispersed program focus. 

Transferring this program cluster to the Department of 
Education would result in the f.ollowing disadvantages: 

1. Current linkages, particularly with child welfare 
and juvenile justice programs, would be severed. 
Since the Federal Government will continue to support 
criminal justice programs for youth under the basic 
LEAA grant program, some coordinating mechanism must 
be developed for the review of these State plans by 
the new department. Similar problems will occur in 
the child welfare area. 

2. We are aware of several difficult political problems 
with this proposal. For instance, those who believe 
that youth behavior problems should be handled in a 
punitive fashion will oppose transferring the youth 
programs from the Justice Department. The key to the 
success of a youth agency is the inclusion of some 
youth employment programs so that a sufficiently 
large agency in both dol.lars and scope will be created. 
Without the training and employment programs, the 
current scattered arrangement holds the best promise 
for youth advocates to be effective in influencing 
government policy. The specific problems associated 
with transferring the youth training and employment 
programs are discussed separately. 

~ ~· ... _... ..., .. ~ ... . :···:. ·-.: 
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3. There is the risk that these programs will be viewed 
by the new department's leadership as secondary to 
the traditional mission of education, and therefore, 
available for trading in the executive budget pro-
cess for increases in the traditional programs. This 
is a longterm concern of those who believe that more 
attention should be paid to youth issues on the national 
level. 
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Appendix 12 

Youth Employment and Training 

I. Introduction 

-The youth employment and tr.aining programs described below 
were considered as part of a "package" which includes the 
programs.described 1;1nder ~outh Services Programs (appendix 
~_l) _• ThJ.s package J.s, desJ.g:ned to create a youth strategy the 
majo~ elements of which are: a) designating the new depart
ment as the lead agency for youth policy development and 
b~ providing ·the new department with sufficient program d.iver
SJ.ty to be able to respond to a broad range of youth issues, 
consist~nt with its lead ag.ency mission. 

Our initial review of t·he Department of Labor's (DOL) youth 
prog,rams potentially consis.tent with this youth strategy 
included active consideration of the Job Corps, the Summer 
Youth Employment program and the Youth Incentive Entitlement 
Pilot Projec.ts (YIEPP). A description and an assessment of 
these thr.ee programs appear in Sections II and IV that 
follow. However, as a result of both our evaluation of the 
current capability of local education agencies to assume 
large scale youth employment responsibilities :.and of DOL's 

_review and comment, we have. _de_ferred recoiJUllend~n_g transfer 
of any of; these programs at- this time_. .. _ 

As an alternative, we believe an interagency e-ffort to 
examine the appropriate location of all programs authorized 
by the Youth ·Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) -
in addition to the Job Corps and Summer Youth Employment -
Programs--be unde-rtaken. This review should also include the 
Youth Services programs described in appendix 11. This 
effort should be structured around a review of the YEDPA 
experience planned for the fall and early winter in prepara
tion for making legislative recommendations to the Congress 
on the future of youth programming in the Federal Government. 
Should this review result in recommendations to transfer any 
youth programs, the Labor Department and the new department 
should be required, through legislative mandate, to jointly 
.develop policy guidance and regulations g.overning youth 
programs having a job component. Leg.islation should also 
delineate interdepartmental responsibilities regarding 
program development for ou.t~of-school youth. Supported by 
these legislative provisions, any transfer of youth programs, 
combined with existing vocational education programs in the 
Office of Education, would strengthen the new department's 
school-to-work mission and provide a clear and broadbased 
youth focus as well. 



'l'hus, while a description of all YEDPA programs appears 
·. below, our assessment and DOL's review and comment has been 

limited to "bhe Job Corps, Summer Youth Employment and YIEPP 
programs. In addition to YIEPP, YEDPA programs include: 
the Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC), the Youth 
Employment and Training Prog.ram (YETP) and the Youth 
Community Conserva.tion and Improvements Projects (YCCIP) • 

~I. Program Description 

Agency: Department of Labor, Employment and Training 
Administration, Office of Youth ·Programs 

Budget: FY 1979· outlays in millions of dollars: 

1. Job Corps (CETA Title IV): 
2. Summer Youth Employment 

(CE.TA Title III).: 
3. YIEPP (CETA Title III as 

amended by the Youth Employment 
and Demonstration Projec,ts Act 
of 1977): 

4. YACC (CETA Title VIII): 
5. YETP (CETA Title III as 

amended by YEDPA).: 
6. YCCIP (CETA Title III as 

amended by YEDPA) : 

375.5 

740.2 

147.8 
(1,263.5) 

306.5 

592.2 

139.8 
(1,038.5) 

Total Youth Program Outlays 

Personnel: 489 Y 
2,302.0 

1/ 
- These positions represent the total staffing of the 

Office of Youth Programs,'4hich administers the youth 
programs authorized under the Youth Employment and 
Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) and Job Corps in 
addition to the Summer Youth Employment Program. 

2 
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3. 

1. Job Corps {CETA Title IV) was originally authorized 
under the Equal Opportunity Act of 1964 as a program 
to provide remedial education and work experience in 
a residential setting for low-income youth especially 
disadvantaged in terms of labor market competitiveness. 
Job Corps is a .national program operated under agree
ments with the Departments of Agriculture and Interior 
or under contract with nonprofit or for-profit organi
zations and does not use the CETA prime sponsor grants 
system for program delivery. While the remedial and 
anti-poverty aspects of the program have not changed 
since its inception, the current trend is toward 
reducing the "isola·tion" of Job Corps centers with the 
more· successful cente·rs being operated by trade union 
associations. 

2. Surruner Youth Employment {part of CETA Title III) 
is administered through CETA grants to prime sponsors 
and provides surruner jobs to low-income yout·h for a 
nine-week period. While there is significant varia
tion in the content of s·ummer youth programs, .in 
general, these programs represent a. means to achieve 
income transfer and to provide low-skill work 
opportunities as an alternative to unproductive 
leisure. The most significant trend in the surruner 
youth program has been its growth over time with 
outlays increasing from $459.4 million in FY 1976 to 
$740.1 million in FY 1979, a 60 percent increase in 
outlays. FY 1979 outlats will finance an. estimated 
one million job slots. 

3. YIEPP {part of CETA Title III as amended by YEDPA) 
Is a new, experimental program atithor.i.zed under the 
YEDPA. YIEPP currently provides grants to 17 CETA 
prime sponsors to test the impact on return to school, 
retention rates and school completion of providing 
a job guarantee to youth who are either in school or 
willing to return. In comparison to other YEDPA 
programs, YIEPP is most closely related to the 
Department of Labor's research and demonstration 
efforts to both identify the causes and formulate 
successful approaches' to ameliorating high rates of 
youth unemployment. 
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4. YACC (CETA Title VIII) provides job opportunities for 
out-of-.school youth in conservation activities on public 
lands. The program operates under agreements between 
the Labor Department and the Departments of Agriculture 
and Interior, with the latter agencies having program 
development responsibility. · 

5. YETP (CETA Title III as amended by YEDPA) is designed 
to supplement prime sponsors• basic employment and 
training services in a manner that will produce a 
significant long-term impact on the structural aspec.ts 
of youth unemployment. The legislative history of YETP 
indicates an inten.t that prime sponsors explore insti
tutional approaches to resolving yout·h unemployment, 
~., improved prime sponsor/school relationships. 
TweJ1ty-two percent of YETP funds available to 
prime sponsors are currently earmarked for projects 
jointly developed by prime sponsors and local education 
agencies. 

6. YCCIP (CETA Title III as amended by YEDPA) provides 
work experience and employment opportunities for 
youth on projects producing lasting physical benefits 
to communities. 

III. Problems and Opportunities 

The following appear to be the major problems that can be 
resolved and opportunities available through program 
tra-nsfer: 

1. There is a fragmentation of decisionmaking authority 
with respec.t to policy development and resource 
allocation in the administration of education and 
training .prog.rams. This fragmentation stems from 
decisionmaking authority being shared by DHEW and 
DOL. Thus, policy approaches may differ between 
programs having similar obiecti v_es. 
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2. A lack of well-focused leadership results from the 
dispersion of decisionmaking authority. Specifically, 
there is no focal point .for leadership .in developing 
a coherent strategy to address such complex issues as 
transition from school to work and to respond to the 
developmental and service needs of youth. 

3. The current organization of education and training 
.programs resul t·s in forgone opportunities to better 
match program services with client need:s. While 
CETA programs currently respond to the short-term 
employment needs of clients, their impac,t on struc
tural unemployment is unce·rtain. Chronic unemploy
ment is o.ften associated with related social 
disadvantages. Program services that are responsive 
to client needs should therefore be comprehensive in 
scope--unifying social and education and training 
services--and long-term in outlook. 

4. The new department provides an opportunity to create 
a comprehensive youth services agency designed to 
focus in a single department "lead agency" authprity 
and responsibility on youth issues. Since the 
educational system is the primary institution in 
which youth are concentrated in large numbers, 
educational institutions,and/or extensions of them, 
can .serve as t·he core of a comprehensive youth 
services delivery system. 

IV. Assessment 

Transfer of the youth programs described above would 
offer the following advantages: 

1. These programs closely fit the mission of a broadly 
based Depa·rtment of Education, ~. g_. , the primary 
activities of Job Corps are educational, consisting 
of two principal components--basic education and 
vocational skill training. 

2. Transfer would consolidate programs serving youth 
into a single department allowing for greater 
coordination of youth programs with similar missions, 
~.g_., vocational education and rehabilitation pro
qrams from DHE:W. Job Corps, Summer Youth Employment 
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and YIEPP all serve youth under 22 years ot age. 
Transfer would also enable education and training 
programs to be supported by youth-oriented social 
services if the latter were included' in the new 
department. · 

6. 

3. Transfer may serve to strengthen the education and 
training components of these programs as well as allow 
for increased targeting of funds on the structurally 
unemployed.. For example, transfer of the Summer .Youth 
Employment program may increase the likelihood of 
diversifying the program. In most instances, the prog·ram 
can be characterized as an income trans.fer mechanism 
and an expensive alternative to unproductive leisure 
~ith little long-term value to participants. 

4. Transfer would be a maj.or step in the direct·ion of 
resolving the problem of fragmented decisionmaking 
authority with respect to education and training 
policy and would better focus policy development 
initiatives and leadership with respect: ·to youth 
issues in general. 

, 
The following potential disadvantages would_result from the 
recommended program transfers: 

1. Transfer would undermine existing lin·kages between 
training and jobs, especially DOL-assisted programs 
of job development and job placement. Jo~ develop
ment capability for any youth program having a jobs 
component will largely remain with the Employment 
Service and prime sponsors despite program transfer. 
Th.us, transfer holds the potential of further frag
menting decisionmaking authority by creating, in 
essence, a tripartite Federal education and training 
system consisting of the activities of the Employment 
Service, CETA prime sponsors and those of the new 
department. From a local perspective,this may imply 
more complex (or at least more numerous) planning 
and reporting requirements and an additional Federal 
authority with which coordination must be achieved. 
Moreover, given the youth representation in other 
CETA programs,. it is unclear whether creating a single 
locus of policy development on youth issues in the new 
department will have the desired impact on the opera
tional side of youth employment and training programs 
in general. 
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2. The alignment of political forces on the recommended 
transf·er is currently uncertain. However, strong 
pressures from cities to maintain the Summer Youth 
Employment program may develop if transfer is proposed. 
Largely due to the size of the program ($740.2 million 
for FY 1979), cities are likely to oppose an 
organizational initiative that appears to diminish their 
control of these resources. A similar reaction from 
elected officials may occur with respect to the YIEPP 
program .since cities may view it as a potentially rich 
source of "new money" for addressing youth unemployment. 
DOL may oppose the transfers as moving these programs 
away from respons_iveness to labor market conditions 
toward a more nar·row focus on youth as a target group. 
Organized labor might join with elected officials and 
DOL in opposing transfer although the specifics of 
this potential opposition are difficult to predict. 

3. The transfer reduces the non-school alternatives to 
education and training. The reduction.of alternatives 
is pa~t.i_c~lar_ly :i:mpo~tant. for "mj.npri ~i-~·~, 'a sianificant .. 
propor_t_~on of whom s~e the traditional education . 
system as inc;:apable of addr~ssinq ..±.heir n~eds. . 
The failure of the public school system v~s-a-v1s 
disadvantaged minorities is likely to be seen as 
very much at issue in the context of the proposed 
transfer. 
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Appendix 13 

Head Start 

I. Program Description 

Agency: Administration for Children, Youth, and Families 
(ACYF}; Office of Human Development Services 
(OHDS) , Department of Health_, Education and 
Welfare. 

Budget: FY 1979 request: .$680 million 

Personnel: 240 

Project Head Start provides compreh_ensi ve education, health_, 
nutrition, social and other services, primarily to pre
school, economically disadvantaged children and their 
families. The program also includes a parent involvement 
component, which encourages parents to participate in the 
development, conduct and overall direction of the program 
at the local level. The Federal government pays 80 per~ 
cent of the operational costs; the grantee supplies the 
rest. Approximately 30 percent of the 1,400 grantees are 
local school systems; the others are run by corrununity 
action agencies and a variety of other local organizations. 
Ninety percent of the enrollees in each Head Start program 
must come from families whose incomes are below the Federal 
poverty guidelines. In addition, no less than 10 percent 
o£ the total enrollment opportunities in each State must 
be available for handicapped children. During fiscal year 
1978, Head Start will serve approximately 400,500 children. 

Recent evaluations of Head Start generally find that the 
program is successful in enhancing the educational achieve
ment, health and social competence of participants, although 
gains made·in Head Start appear to diminish--but not 
disappear--over time. 

II. Problems and Opportunities 

The following appear to be the major problems and 
opportunities associated with Head Start: 

1. Child development experts agree that the longterm 
impact of Head Start programs is reduced because pre
school and school experiences are inadequately co
ordinated. At the local level, the schools often 
fail to comprehend and utilize programs necessary to 
supplement Head Start efforts and s:ustain gains. 

;·. . .. -·-'">" ····--·-····· ... 
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Moreover, the lack of communication between Head 
.Start programs and the schools diminishes the 
ability of Head Start to stimulate change in the 
schools as community institutions. At the Federal 
level, the same lack of communication has impeded 
the influence Head Start's initial supporter·s hoped 
it would have on changing the traditional view that 
education is limited to school-based learning. 

2. Comprehensive services offered to Head Start children 
do not often continue once the children enter school. 
Most schools concentrate primarily on cognitive de
velopment, and other community agencies are seldom 
able to provide school-age children with the supple
mentary services which have been offered by Head 
Start. 

3. Children's programs are fragmented and limited at 
both the Federal and State levels, and coordination 
mechanisms are inadequate. For example, day care 
centers can receive funding from He~d Start, Title XX, 
the Work Incentive Program, the Appalachian Regional 
Commission, the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act, and the Department of Agriculture, among others. 
Each of these programs has its own eligibility, 
matching and programmatic requirements. Duplication 
of efforts may have wasted resources available for 
early chL1dhood education. In any case, large 
numbers of children in need of preschool services 
do not receive them. Head Start, for example, serves 
o:nly about 21 percent of the estimated 1.9 million 
eligible children. 

4. Creation of a Department of Education provides the 
opportunity for broadening the scope of Federal 
education efforts by including programs like Head 
Start which provide a wide range of developmental 
services. 

II.I. Assessmen.t 

The potential advantages of transferring Head Start to a 
Department of Education are: 

1. Location o.f both Head Start and conventional schooling 
programs in the Department of Education would improve 
linkages between preschool and school services. Com
pared to HEW, the new department's smaller si.ze and 
more concentrated .focus on education may enhance 
intradepartmental coordination and generate greater 
emphasis on the preschool-school linkages. It should 
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also be emphasized that th.ere may fie additional 
ways to address the preschool-school linkage issue; 
a demonstration project in OHDS is currently examining 
the problem. 

2. Transfer of Head Start would broaden the focus of 
the Department of Education and give momentum and 
legitimacy to Federal efforts to encourage educators 
to see the solutions to learning problems as linked 
to a range of problems faced by individuals. 

3. As an "in-house" model of a successful comprehensive 
program of human development, Head Start could encourage 
reform of the traditional Federal propensity to equate 
education solely with in-school programs. Such reform 
would include support of broader curricula, increased 
emphasis on parent and child needs, the use of community
based. organizations to serve children and familie.s and 
an expanded concept of the school as a community services 
center. The creators o£ Head Start conceived of the 
program as an alternative educational model which would 
focus on the importance of a range of child development 
needs and would serve as a catalyst by demonstrating 
that a. comprehensive approach to education could en
hance the schools' ability to foster cognitive develop
ment. 

4. Transfer could facilitate the expansion o£ early child
hood education efforts. If inclusion of Head Start 
in the new department increases the interest of educators 
and their political alli~s in preschool-age children, it 
could stimulate support fo:rc- the extension of preschool 
programs to greater numbers of children. 

5. The transfer of Head Start has the support of some 
key legislators in both the House and Senate. 

The disadvantages of transferring Head Start are: 

1. Transfer may pose some risks to the unique character 
of the program, wh.ich has been successful in achieving 
many of its objectives. Head Start's success and wide
spread support are attributable largely to both its 

.community focus and the comprehensive nature of the 
services it provides. If transfer were to modify this 
approach significantly, the program would suffer. 

,·;: 
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2. Transfer may.impede efforts to coordinate family
focused social services in OHDS. Removing the program 
from OHDS would decrease the likelihood of developing 
comprehensive family services programs around Head 
Start. OHDS would no longer have the ready access 
to families and the rapport with. the community· which. 
Head Start offers. 

3. Transfer may hinder coordination efforts between 
Head Start and related HEW social services and health 
programs. Head Start's transfer from OHDS may cause 
it to lose some of the support which th.e family serv
ices programs of OHDS, particularly Title XX, provide 
for the social services component of Head Start. 
However, coordination among these areas has been 

________ <}i_fficul t to achieve even within HEW. Moreover, ---------·······-···------
_____ J_t_is very_ gifficult to translate_ Federal ------------·······-·· 
------~.::g_qrdina:ti_on_ int_o local )j.nkages ._ . _ _ ___ _ 

4. Transfer may increase press-ure from educators. to move 
Head Start programs fully into the sch.ool systems. 
Opposition to transferring Head Start to a Department 
of Education stems largely from the fear tfiat it will 
be absorbed by the school .systems. Such an occurence 
would tend to reduce Head Start's comprehensive ap
proach in favor of a greater focus on preparation for 
schooling; to result in less active participation :Oy 
parents, who have tended to be involved in conventional 
schooling much less than in Head Start; and to increa,se 
Head Start costs if certified teachers were employed 
more extensively. 

5. Transfer will be strongly opposed by child advocacy 
groups, some minority groups, ahd Head Start personnel 
and parents. This opposition could al,so expand into 
resistance to the creation of a Department of Education. 
Opposition would decrease, however, to the extent that 
more human devel.opment and family-focused programs are 
included in the Department o-f Education. 

In ·view of these concerns, if Head Start is transferred, 
__________ we beiieve that it is important to build in adequate .. __________ _ 

safeguards to protect the character of Head Start, 
such as aivina the proqram hiqh organizational status . 
within the department and ensuring that no consolidation--~~-··-· 
of the oroaram with other education programs is 
contemolat~d. In addition, the possibilities of 
awarding Head Start grants to a range of 

. conununi.ty institutions other than schools should 
hA rAtained. These kinds of safeguards are 
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also important because.they will increase the likeli
hood that the contributions Head Start can make to 
improving the quality of American·education will be 
realized. 
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Department of Defense 

Overseas Dependents' Schools 

I. Program Description 

Appendix 15 

Agency: Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, 
Reserve Affairs, and Logistics, Office of the 
Secretary of Defense,_Department of Defense 

Budget: FY 1979 budget request: $350 million 

Personnel: Approximately 10,000, including 9,500 
school personnel and 500 overhead 
positions. The headquarters staff 
currently numbers 48. 

The Overseas Dependents' Schools have no basis in authorizing 
leg~slation. It is a system that was created administra
tively in 1946 to provide elementary and secondary edu
cation for children of military personnel stationed outside 
the continental United States. 

A bill (HR 9892) was introduced in November, 1977, by 
Rep. Erlenborn.which would give the·Dependents' Schools 
a legislative base. Both the Department of Defense and 
the Office of Education testified on the bill. Action 
on the bill is being postponed until the.Congress considers 
the President's proposal for a Department of Education. 

There are currently 267 overseas dependents' schools in 
operation. Total enrollment. is about 135,000. Although 
enrollEent has been declining in recent years, the cost 
of the program has been increasing. 'l:hi..s is attributed 
to inflation and fuel costs, but there ha·s been some 
growth in real costs as well. It appears that costs will 
continue to increase in the foreseeable future. 

Excluded from this system are the 25 schools located in 
the continental U.S. (CONUS) where there are no local 
public schools available. These schools are supported 
through the Office of Education impact aid program, and 
are supposed to be turned over to local education 
agencies whenever possible. Approximately 30,000 students 
attend CONUS schools. 

h- ~:-~:~···«;;~ 
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The dependents' schools are most heavily concentrated in 
the European area, which extends as far as the Persian 
Gulf. About 77 percent of the enrollment is located in 
this area, with 20 percent in the Pacific and only 3 
percent in the Atlantic. Until recently, these schools 
were controlled directly by local base commanders and 
indirectly by their respective services. A reorganization 
was approved in July, 1976, seeking to reduce the educa
tional role of base corrunanders, improve the control and 
reporting relationships and tighten up the effectiveness 
of the organization. 

This reorganizat.ion is now being implemented and is expected 
to be completed.by the end of 1978. The House Appropriations 
Subcornrnitte.e has been instrumental in encouraging and 
facilitating this change . 

. II. Problems and Opportunitie-s 

Some of the problems associated with the Overseas Dependents' 
Schools were highlighted in a 1975 study conducted at the 
direction of the Secretary of Defense. For the most part, 
these are managerial problems and are classified as weaknesses 
in the organi2ation. They fall into the broad categories 
of administrative, financial and logistical problems. 
Some examples are: 

Administrative Problems 

1. Administration and communication channels and layers 
result in a very slow system response time. 

2. Responsibility for dependents' schooLs is too diffuse, 
fragmenting the decision process. 

3. Direction and policy guidance from the Office of the 
Secretary of Defen~e (OSD) is inadequate in some areas. 

4. Overlapping management layers impede the responsiveness 
of the system and result in increased costs. 

Financial Problems 

5. Little uniformity exists among the three services in 
their budget and accounting policies and procedures. 

6. The Office of the Secretary of Defense has insufficient 
prog.ram knowledge to distribute funds equitably among 
the services. 
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7. The Office of the Secretary of Defense reacts to service 
budget proposals after the fact. There is little con
trol over funding or development of systemwide funding 
priorities. 

Logistical and/or Support Problems 

8. There is insufficient guidance from OSD in the logistic/ 
support area. 

9. Priorities are not being established for school construc
tion on a systemwide basis. 

10. There is no worldwide surveillance over repair and 
maintenance and little control over logistic costs. 

Educational QuaLity 

In 1.976, five Congres,sional staff members conducted extensive 
site visits to schools in Iceland and Germany. Their ob
servations represent the nearest thing available to an over
view evaluation of the Overseas Dependents' Schools. 'I'he 
education programs in the schools are characterized as being 
generally adequate. An overarching criticism of ,the schools 
is that of inconsistency of operation and uneveness of program 
quality. This is attributed primarily to the diffuse nature 
of the system, the absence of strong central control and the 
lack of common standards and objectives to guide the schools. 
Specific problems identified are: 

• The majority of the schools visited seemed not to 
have school lunch programs, and th,ose that did 
operated them in wholly inadequate facilities • 

• Inadequate recruitment and poor retention of teachinq 
personnel. · 

• Schools do not do a good job of meeting needs of 
special population groups such as handicapped, 
educationally disadvantaged and non-English speaking 
children. (In some schools, as many as one-half of 
incoming first graders do not speak English.) Also,
the vocational education programs are inadequate in 
many places • 

• Many poor facilities exist, with narrow classrooms, 
inadequate lighting and no lunchrooms and qyms. 

• Textbooks and other educational supplies are of 
inadequate supply, of limited variety and are 
often received late. 

'-.·: .. -:· .. : -· ~ _ .. ..,. .... ·: . 
-~~!~~ 
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~II. Assessment 

Potential advantages of transferring the Dependents' Schools 
are: 

1. There is some potential for increasing the scope, 
quality and currency of education for students by, 
having available the vast number and variety of 
educational resources that will be present in the 
Department of Education. This would also apply to 
increasing opportunities for access and improved 
education.for handicapped children, gifted and 
talented, and those who may benefit from compensa
tory education. On the other hand, if the Department 
of Defense wished to acquire such services, it could 
do so on its own. 

2. The presence of the schools in the Department of 
Education might contribute to the vitality and 
reality of the Department. Cycling qualified 
Department of Education staff and administrators 
through assignments in the schools might serve to 
keep them in touch with the real world of education 
and encourage them to maintain a better sense of 
perspective and balance when dealing with program
matic and policy issues. 

The potential disadvantages of moving the Dependents' Schools 
include: 

1. Problems of coordinating logistical and housekeeping 
support for the schools would be increased. The schools 
now rely comple·tely on the military for logistical and 
housekeeping support. It is the most readily available 
and seems to be the most efficient and economic source 
of such support. If the schools were transferred to the 
Department of Education, the acquisition of these kinds of 
support from the military would become cumber-
some and bureaucratic, and the schools would suffer as 
a result. A transfer would in effect be recreating, at 
least in part, an excessively layered structure, which 
is the very thing DOD is attempting. to eliminate. This 
could require an excessive amount of time of officials 
in higher reaches of both departments and produce ad
verse effects on the attainment of goals. 

2. Removing control and operation of the schools from 
the Department of De.fense would have a negative impact 
on military personnel. It is highly likely that the 

"'·-~·-·-,.':.-··~~~~~~ 
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military hierarchy, the Congressional supporte.rs of 
the armed services, and some of the parents of the 
school children would see a transfer of the schools 
as a serious undermining of their control and tradi
tional responsibilities. Some parents of the children, 
in particular, may see the transfer of the schools as 
an attempt to set their.:ehildren up in a vast experimental 
laboratory. The schools are no doubt seen as being 
an intricate part of the defense family. They are in 
effect an employee benefit. From what we have learned 
thus far, the educational programs are generally ade~ 
quate. To set off a furor among the military simply 
for the sake of consolidating the schools with other 
activities in the Department of Education seems not 
to make much sense. 

3. There is some concern that transfer would lead to 
intrusion in the educational programs of the schools. 
The schools might be viewed as an opportunity to 
experiment by many education staff. At least at the 
outset, there could be an irrepressible urge to 
observe, study and tinker with the programs of the 
schools. 

4. The Secretary of Education could be put in the position 
of having to negotiate with one union representing all 
~the -dependents' schools' teachers. 

5. There would be no advantages to the large majority 
of Americans from the transfer of the schools. 

The problems highlighted here are being worked on in the 
Defense Department by tightening management contra.ls and 
by reorganizing the Dependents' Schools. There seems to 
be little opportunity for the new Department of Education 
to address the problems more effectively than can the 
Department of Defense. In fact, the new department might 
find this responsibility to be incredibly burdensome. 

Although transfer of the schools is not recommended at this. 
time, the folio"t"ring options are suggested: 

• The President's Reorganization Project should 
monitor closely the reorganization of the 
Overseas Dependents' Schools which is currently 
underway. Upon its completion~ an evaluation 
should be made of the extent to which it has 
improved the effectiveness of the operation. 
Recommendations for further change may be in order. 

T·~:~~-;-~-:-~-:~~~:"?:'7"""'---:~-·T"'f"• ~-~-----··.-;· •.. ,_,..., ..,..~. :~-~-- .-.. - :;--..,-... ..-.-..;: _,._ 
. -. . ' -..... 
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• A l.inkage should be developed beb1een the Defense 
Department and the Department of Education by 
giving the latter legislative authority for over
sight and evaluation of the Overseas Dependents' 
Schools {as well as other Federally operated 
schoo.ls) and to report results to the President 
and Congress. This oversight relationship should 
be similar to one between a State Department of· 
Education and a local school district • 

• There should be created legislatively an Educational 
Policy Advisory Board composed of Federal and public 
education officials, administrators and teachers to 
review and advise the Director of the Overseas 
Dependents' Schools on the educational directions 
of the schools. The system seems to border on 
being a closed society; it could benefit from 
the insights and experience of those at various~ 
levels of public education . 

. •:-" ... ~··-~ ...... ~·;;" ... ::: ···.,,·,· 


